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ABSTRACT

An elaborate experiment was undertaken to determine the inter-

relationships between dynamic surface deformation (whose data were

obtained through optical interfqrometric holography) and the revulting

radiated acoustic pressure pattern. Follnwing analytical derivations

and the development of a suitable algorithm, it was concluded that one

hologram, by itself, does not contain sufficient information to make

accurate predictions of acoustic patterns. Suggestions are made

regarding follow-up investigations for the detcrmiration of the gradi-

ent of the surface deformation.

The holographic data were successfully employed ta predicting -'

the maximum dynamic bending stresses over the vibrating surface. This

technique holea great promise for further application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of vibration, noise and sound has recently

become of substantial interest. Holographic techniques permit studies

of this interaction in both air and liquids on an experimental basis.

The radiation of sound from complicated structures such as ship hulls

and sonar baffles is of obvious importance to the U. S. Na y. The

mathematical prediction of this sound is extremely complicated, usually

requiring g;-oss assumptions of boundary conditions, source distribu-

tions, and other influencing factors. As a result, only the rather

simple geometric forms with idealized excitations have been completely

solved. It is the purpose of this research to implement the use of

a modern measurement teol, optical interferometric holography, to

provide accurate real-world data on surface displaceme t for a vibrat-

ing plate excited through a fluid coupled system, and to predict from

this data the far-field acoustic pressure pattern. The experimental

data are presented and are compared with predicted estimates using

modifications of the most applicable equations.

Since there is no published information on this topic, the

necessity of making either simultaneous or consecutive holographic and

acoustic measurements on the same source with all parameters held con-

stant became of paramount importance. Fortunately, another Naval

experiment was to be performed within a few months at the huge (100-

foot-high by 50-foot-diameter) water tower at the Naval reservation in

White Oaks, Maryland, the only known location where sequential
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acoustical and holographic measurements could be performed. The inves-

tigator was allowed to "piggy-back" on this higher priority exp' riment.

This arrangement optimizes Naval research funding, but places severe

restrictions on the secondary investigation. This investigation

had to be very carefully planned and constructed, with emphasis on

reliability, because the investigator was given only two days to per-

form his experiment! Calibration of the electronic instrumentation and

cable dynamics did not interfere with the priority investigation; thus,

these preliminaries were performed during the week preceding the two

days of final calibration, holographic investigation, and acoustic

measurement.

This dissertation will cover in detail the experimental design

and its governing rationale. One of the most importanat decisions was

the design of the sound source. The surface of investigation was

purposely selected to be a clamped-edge 6-inch by 9-inch rectangular

plate, which could be analytically divided into 3149 square elements.

That portion of the field of holography will be discussed

which is required to make interferometric holograms and to analyze

their results.

An algorithm, programmed in FORTRAN IV, is developed to

#. predict the acoustic patterns based upou holographic (or other

displacement) information. It was necessary in this derivation,

and in other parts of this dissertation, to modify bwjic equations

previously developed for circular transducers, inasmuch as similar

equations were not available fur square-shaped radiators.

Otber portions of the research show the results of an

in-depth eigenvalue (natural frequency) determination for the
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vibrating surface using holography.

Comprehensive acoustic investigations at the NUSC/NL Dodge

Pond acoustic calibration facility demonstrate .he validity of the

acoustic measurements made under remote control at the water tower.

4
They also show that the sound source being investigated behaved like a

monopole radiator throughout the frequency range of 200 through

12,000 Hz. This result was unexpected since both dipole and quadripole

radiation had been expected at certain eigenvalues. An extensive

analytical investigation revealed the probable reason why this

occurred and also why the predicted acoustic patterns using holo-

graphic input data did not compare with the actual measured patterns.

In order to support assumptions made in the section on

hologram interpretation, an algorithm was developed to predict the

maximum dynamic bending stress at any point on the vibrating surface,

using the holographic data. The results are highly encouraging.

Accuracy assessments show the calculated data to be as accurate as

conventional techniques which yield only single-point information.

Suggestions are made for follow-up investigations in the

acoustic-holographic area involving the determination of the gradient

of surface displacement.

The streas-holographic area is ",ery promising, and its use

could open the doors to many experiments which, until now, were

hindered by thermal gradients and other physical constraints.



II. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

A. Overall Oblectives

The radiation of acoustic energy from vibrating surfaces is a

subject of intensive investigation in many sectors of the scientific

community. Aerospace technology has brought significant advances in

the study of vibration. It is now possible to measure the amplitude

aid spectrum of vibrating surfates by use of laser interferometry (1),

without disturbing that surface with other physical attachments.

Research in underwater sound propagation has prompted the development

of advanced mathematical techniques for the prediction of the far-field

acoustic patterns radiated by vibrating objects based upon knowledge

of their near-field pressure distributions (2). It is the premise of

this dissertation to investigate the possibility of predicting these

far-field patterns based upon knowledge of the near-field displacement

information available through optical holographic interferometry.

Since no theoretical or empirical information could be found in the

literature regarding the use of this modern measurement tool for the

solution of the long-standing acoustic problem, considerable care was

required in the design of this largely experimental study.

In order to investigate the adequacy of holographic informa-

tion for the determination of far-field acoustic pressures, several

experimental constraints became evident. Primarily, the holographic

and acoustic measurements must be made either concurrently or sequen-

tially with no changes made to the experimental apparatus between the



two s, cs of measurements. This would guarantee against aliasing the

data due to the introduction of unexpected variables. Secondly, the

radiating surface to be investigated should be two-dimensional so that

one hologram could sufficiently describe all motion on the surface.

Three-dimensional radiators would require several holograr- to com-

pletely describe all motion. To do this would require moving the

radiator with respect to the laser, thus violating the first con-

straint. Also, the radiating surface must be small enough, and its

operating frequency high enough,to allow the hydrophones to be placed

in the acous %c far field, but still within the confines of the water

tower (100 feet high by 50 feet in diameter). Lastly, to obtain clear

holograms, it is imperative that there be almost no relative motion

between the laser and the base-plane of the radiating surface.
1

The holographic measurements were made according to the tech-

nique used by Johnson and LeBlanc (3). A heavy optical table of

granite and steel pipe was firmly placed on the concrete apron which

surrounds the outside of the 100-foot-high water tower at its base.

The laser and other pieces of optical instrumentation were arranged

on this polished surface at the proper height to allow the laser

beams to pass through some portholes in the tower wall and illuminate

the radiating surface. This surface, pointed toward the portholes,

was supported on an 8-foot-high tripod of heavy steel pipe, whose

feet were firmly implanted at the center of the bottom of the tower.

Since the tower diameter is 50 feet, the distance between the laser

and the object was slightly less than 30 feet. The holographic

I1n this experiment, relative motion in the order of .00001 cm
could cause fringe smearing.
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procedure will be describzd in detail in section III.

When a satisfactory hologram was obtained, the acoustic prea-

sure was accurately measured in the far field over a sphere of 8-foot

radius, the center of which coincided with the center of the radiating

surface. Thus, all acoustic energy leaving the radiating surface was

measured. The acoustic measurement technique was carefully developed

to avoid creaLing currents in the water (which might cause relative

motion) and to provide an exact description of the three-dimensional

pressure pattern radiated by the surface.

The limited time available to prepare this experiment required

maximum utilization of equipment, instrumentation, and techniquea that

were readily available, and of proven reliability. Whenever special

apparatus was built for this experiment, off-the-shelf components were

used extensively to minimize machining and assembly time.

B. Design and Construction of the Mechanical Apparatus

As was stated previously, thc radiating surface must be two-

dimensional and small enough in size to allow for accurate far-field

acoustic measurements to be made within the 50-foot-diameker tower.

Since the tripod (constructed for another experiment) was 8 feet high

and spherical acoustic measurements were desired, then an 8-foot

radius sphere seemed appropriate. Peterson and Gross (4) indicate

that the far-field (spherical spreading) condition can be assumed for

finite sized radiators when:

R > 4D (1)

where R = radius of test sphere

D - largest (diagonal) dimension of the radiator.
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Since R -8 feet (2)

then D <2 feet (3)

A clamped-edge rectangular plate was chosen as the radiating source.

The overall frontal dimensions were 10 inches by 13 inches (16.4-inch

diagonal).

In order to ascertain that clear holograms would be obtained

(low relative motion between the optical bench and the radiating sur-

face base-plane) a heavy steel ring was utilized to clamp the edge of

the radiating section on all four sides. To maximize its strength,

this rectangular ring was cut from a single piece of steel plate,

2 inches thick, and then the center portion was milled out to yield

a 6-inch by 9-inch opening. This relative 2 by 3 configuration would

ensure complicated modal patterns across the vibrating surf ace. It is

the complicated radiators which cannot easily be handled using stand-

ard analytical techniques. To this heavy monolithic frame, the

radiating surface was attached by means of epoxy glue. The center

portion of this surface (6 inches by 9 inches) was free to vibrate,

but the edges were held securely (as proven by the hologcams) provid-

ing the necessary base-plane.

How to excite the radiating surface was the next major

problem. It could be driven by an electromechanical "shaker" mounted

inside a sealed air cavity in back of the plate. The design, pro-

curement, and testing of such a cavity could not possibly be

accomplished in the given time span. It is quite easy to excite

plates underwater by acoustic methods, i.e., using a transducer in

the water behind the plate; but, it would be impossible to separate

that component of the far-field acoustic pressure coming from the
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radiating rurface from that coming dlreily from the transducer.

Clearly, a baffle could be placed around the plate. Unfortunately,

for the expected high frequency to be used (8 kHz to 10 kHz) ..he

baffle would have to be constructed of approximately 5-inch-thick lead

or 9-inch-thick steel plating The yight and design oi the support

structure for such a baffle were obviouoly prohibitive.

The exc:itation method selected was to place a small, thick,

heavy, non-vibrating box around the transducer and bolt the plate-ring

combination to i:a open front. The box would be free-flooding to

allow for acoustic coupling from transducer to water to plate. Care

was taken in the design of the box to force the acoustic energy to

leave the cavity through the thin (0.125-inch) radiating plate rather

than through the other five sides of the parallelepiped. Figure 1 

shows the box (white) with the plate-ring (gold) bolted to its front

and sitting on the black steel tripod at the bottom of the water

tower. The box is tilted upward in the direction from which the

laser beams will come through he portholes. Additional portholes

and depth markings can be seen on Lhe far side of the tower.

The exterior surface of the box was constructed from 0.5-inch

steel plate ccaitinuously welded on all seams creating a very stiff

structure. After extensive surface preparation, including the use of

special primers ar c adhesives, the Lnterior surface was covered with

Lord XLD-500 Damping Vi le. This viscoelastic material (I inch thick)

converts a large percentage of vibrational energy into heat and

thereby reduces the magnitude of the vibrations of the surface to

which it is attached. The great -cight of this material also serves

to mass-load the structure and thereby reduce vibrations evet more.

I)
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Ungar (5) reported that the efficiency of damping tiles is improved

if they are constrained in "sandwich" construction. Therefore,

another layer of steel plate (0.125 inch thick) was cemented over the

tiles on the interior of the box. Care was taken that these septum

plates did not touch each other. A 0.25-inch gap was maintained

between adjacent plates to prevent the transmission at vibrations from

one plate to another. The entire box was painted with anti-rust paint

to prevent discoloration of the highly filtered water in the tower.

An additional provision to reduce box vibration was provided

by lining the box with an acoustical mismatch material. Nitrogen

impregnated neoprene foam, 0.5 inch thick, was cut to tightly fit

inside the damped box. The captured nitrogen bubbles in this foam

serve as an effective barrier to the transmission of sound in water.

By adding the foam, the amount of acoustic energy reaching the

septum plates was greatly reduced, compared to that which impinged on

the 6-inch by 9-inch radiating "window."

The plate-ring was bolted to the box with eix cap screws

(0.375-inch diameter), which were tightened into tapped holes in steel

bars welded at the mouth of the box. By cuttin the foam material to

be slightly longer than necessary, the foam was compressed upon

tightening of the bolts and served as an acoustic seal between the

buz and the plate-ring face. Lifting eyes were screwed into the top

and three leveling screws were provided on the bottom of the box.

The latter prevented any rocking of the box on the tripod. A Masea

AN/SQS-23 type transducer was located in the box, with its cable

coming out through a hole in the back. "Scotchlite" reflective tape

was cemented to the radiating surface and to one side and the top of
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the box. This tape has the appearance of a movie screen and greatly

enhances the hologram brightness.

As can be seen from the above descriptions, several acoustic

techniques involving the most modern materials have been utilized

to maximize sound radiation through the 6-inch by 9-inch "Window"

while simultaneously reducing the radiation of acoustic energy from

the other five sides of the box. This design permits the accurate

holographic recording of the radiating surface displacement and

minimizes the contamination of the resulting acoustic energy by

vibrations from other sides of the box.

There are many techniques that can be used to measure the

three-dimensional acoitstic pressure pattern coming from a finite-sized

radiating device. All of these techniques require taking the measure-

ments in the far field over an imaginary surface of known geometry,

the simplest of which being a sphere. One could obtain a spherical

pattern by using many hydrophones positioned in the centers of equi-

area segments on the sphere. Obviously the support structure to hold

these hydrophones, as well as their cost, availability, and differ-

ences in sensitivity, would preclude such a technique. To reduce

these latter problems, the optimum choice is to move a single cali-

*brated hydrophone over the measurement surface in such a manner that

its position, relative to the radiating device, Is always precisely

2

Since an accurate and reliable polar recorder was available,

2This approach is applicable only for time-invariant experi-

ments, a condition which was assumed and subsequently monitored
throughout the measurement phase.



it was decided to describe the three-dimensional pressure pattern by 3
using an ensemble of two-dimensional polar plots. The sphere was

divided into many (either 17 or 33) horizontal slices similar to the

parallels of latitude on the globe. The top and bottom patterns,

corresponding to the poles on the globe, are single point measurements.

All other pattern.; are generated by rotating the hydrophone about the

vertical axis through the sphere, with a radius (Ar) and a height (Ah)

either above or below the equator such that the hydrophone travels

along the surface of the 8-foot measurement sphere. Each of these

polar patterns, which are called "contours" of the sphere, was made

at equi-spaced Ah's such as every foot or every half-foot. For each

value of Ah, there is a particular value of Ar. That contour which

corresponds to the equator of the sphere (i.e., Ah - 0, Ar - 8 feet)

lies in the same horizontal plane as the center of the radiating

surface. All other contours are parallel to the equator; a positive

Ah denotes a contour above the equator, a negative for one below the

equator. Appendix A graphically describes the measurement sphere and

contains a table listing the Ah's and their respective Ar's.

An adjustable rotator was designed and built for this experi-

ment in order to move the hydrophone along any desired contour, at a

smooth and controlled rate. Since the rotator had to be placed above

the water (to minimize currents in the tower) it was necessary to

suspend about 100 feet of cable from the rotator arm to the small

LC-1O hydrophone. To minimize the problems caused by cable dynamics

4(i.e., drag angle and "kiting") the rotator was designed to make one

revolution in 4.25 minutes. This very low speed allowed the hydro-

phone to act much like a simple plumb bob when the cable was weighted
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with lead and copper pipe. At this speed, the moving hydrophone

behaved in an orderly fashion with a 12* drag angle and no "kiting."

The term kiting is taken to mean the tendency of the hydrophone to

circumscribe a circle of radius different than the radius at the

driven end of the cable. Details of the in situ determination of the

cable dynamics will be covered in section III.

The rotator consists essentially of a heavy motor-driven

vertical shaft to which a lightweight lO-foot arm is horizontally

attached. The hydrophone cable passes through a long slot in the arm

and over a carriage which secures it. The carriage, in turn, can be

clamped anywhere along the arm, thus providing for rotation of the

hydrophone cable through any desired radius up to 8 feet. Figure 2

and figure 3 show the rotator clamped to the end of the "drawbridge"

that extends over the center of the surface of the water tower. The

heavy, 2-inch-diameter steel shaft is held in position by thrust bear-

ings mounted on the top and bottom of an open-sided welded steel box.

Rotation of the shaft is provided by an ac induction motor driving a

double worm-gear speed reducer. The output of the reducer is connected

via chain drive to a large sprocket. A simple positive engagement

clutch couples the sprocket to the vertical shaft. This clutch was

formed by mounting short steel pins into the top of a steel ring

clamped to the shaft. The sprocket hole was slightly over-bored and,

when engaged, the sprocket would lie on the ring. Torque is trans-

mitted to the steel pins via matching holes in the sprocket. The

close-up photograph, figure 3, also shows the 60 Hz synchro attached

to the top of the shaft. This synchro drives a matching servomechanism

in the polar recorder. Also visible is a small arm, clamped to the
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side of the box. A microswitch is mounted on the end of this arm.

At a certain angle of rotation the switch rides over a magnetic bar

riding on the sprocket providing start-stop indications for the

instrumentation. A close inspection will reveal the small black hydro-

phone cable passing over the brass carriage at the end of the arm.

The white marks on this cable are spaced 1 foot apart providing the

Ah information. Two large planks were bolted to the bottom of the

rotator box. These planks, in turn, were clamped to the end of the

drawbridge uiing threaded rods through cross pieces above the planks

and below the drawbridge.

The rotator performed flawlessly throughout the experiment,

thereby proving the reliability of the massive, off-the-shelf component

design. The radiating box, sitting on the tripod at the bottom of the

tower, performed its intended task by providing a measured 23 dB

reduction in acoustic energy from the front to the back. Iis

corresponds to an energy ratio of 200 to 1. The decibel. (dB) method

of measurement will be treated in detail in the next subsection.

C. Instrumentation

In the free-field measurement of acoustic power, continuous

excitation of the source is possible since all energy transmitted

leaves the measurement sphere and none comes back into it. When the

measurement must take place in water with adjacent reflecting

boundaries (air, sand, steel, etc.),care must be taken to measure only

that energy which leaves the measurement sphere. Pulse techniques

have been developed which discriminate against reflected sound by

taking advantage of the time differential between the direct and
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reflected energies received by the hydrophone. A brief verbal

description of pulsed systems in general and their important parameters

will be presented first. The actual measurement system employed at the

water tower will be detailed in the remaining portion of this sub-

section.

The essential items in any pulsed system are a keyed trans-

mitter, a gated receiver, and a timing generator that coordinates the

opening of the receiver gate based on the time since the last trans-

mitted pulse. Usually, the duration of transmitted pulse, the pulse

repetition rate, and the opening and closing of the receiver gate are

all separately controllable. The pulse duration is usually determined

by the pulse frequency, the excitation method, the type of energy

detector, and the nearness of reflecting surfaces. Most detecting

instrumentation needs at least 10 cycles of oscillation to function

accurately. At the common frequencies of 1000; 5000, and 10,000 Hz,

this corresponds to 10, 5, and 1 msec, respectively. Often, the

excitation source requires a few cycles of oscillation before it

stabilizes at a uniform magnitude. (This condition existed for the

transducer-box plate combination used in this experiment and will be

further discussed within this subsection.) The nearness of the

reflecting surfaces usually limits pulse duration. It is desirable

to stop transmitting before the first portion of the reflected energy

arrives at the hydrophone. This provides a clearly discernible

interval between the direct and reflected pulses. These same surfaces

control the pulse repetition rate. It is desirable that all of tha

reilected energy be absorbed, scattered, or otherwise dirrinished be-

fore the next transmitted pulse begins. In the water tower, the
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energy seen by the hydrophone due to a single pulse 6 msec pulse

decayed exponentially and was undetectable after 250 msec. A pulse

repetition rate of 1 per second was selected in this instance.

The receiver gate, controlled by the timing generator, is

usually adjusted to "open," i.e., to allow energy to be measured,

only after the initial pulse transients have subsided. The gate is

"closed" before the transmitted pulse z-nds to avoid the shut-off

transients which are normally quite extended. It would be reasonable,

for example, to measure only the middle 3 msec of a 5 msec pulse.

The timing generator also keys the transmitter at the desired

repetition rate and pulse duration.

The complete instrumentation system used in this experiment

was composed of several interdependent subsystems; pulsing, measure-

ment, position control, calibration, and automatic data reduction.

Most of the system is shown in figure 4. The unit resting on the

wooden box on the left is the precision polar recorder. A 7-channel

AM-FH tape recorder is shown on a table between the two racks. The

light green units in the middle of the first rack are the heart of

the system,' the acoustic pulsing equipment. Figure 5 and figure 6

provide the details for the interconnection of most of the system

components. For clarity, power supply and tape recorder connections

have been cmitted from these diagrams. The tape recording will be

covered in detail later beginning on page 26.

The following description of the pulsing subsystem shown in

figure 5 starts at the point of the acoustic data input, the Atlantic

Research LC-10 hydrophone at the top left corner. This is the

hydrophone that is made to travel over the measurement sphere. The
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zigzag in its cable indicates considerable line length (approximately

140 feet). The data input shares a two-position switch with the

calibration input that will be discussed on page 23. In normal opera-

tion the hydrophone can be considered to be, essentially, directly

connected to an adjustable gain Ithaco "low-noise" preamplifier. This

type of ac amplifier was developed especially for the accurate proces-

sing of low voltage signals coming from capacitive sources such as

hydrcohones.

The output of this amplifier appears at test point 1 (TP 1).

If the oscilloscope in the center of figure 5 is connected to TP 1, the

oscillogram shown in figure 7 will result. The oscilloscope is

triggered concurrently with the initiation of transmitter keying.

Approximately 1.7 msec later (within 3 percent of the time it takes for

acoustic energy to propagate 8 feet in fresh water at 20*C),the first

oscillations can be seen at the left of the first large burst of energy.

Within a few cycles, this energy builds up then peaks and levels out at

a fairly coratant value for about a 2-msec period. It then begins to

rise a little (possibly due to constructive interference from the

bottom of the tower) peaking and then decaying slightly until the

pulse is turned off. Total pulse duration is a little more than

6 msec. A lengthy decay transient can be observed between the end of

the transmitted pulse and the arrival of the first major reflection

(the other large burst of energy). This first major reflection occurs

roughly 11.5 msec after the start of pulse transmission. This corre-

sponds to a two-way travel distance of about 50 feet, and therefore it

must have been reflected from the tower wall 25 feet away. It should

be noted that the reflected energy is only 1.4 dB lower than the direct
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arrival. This indicates near-perfect reflection from the walls, i.e.,

almost no absorption there and,moreover, the focusing effect of the

walls. For simple spherical spreading, the intensity of the acoustic

pressure would be expected to diminish by about 7 dB over the 40 feet

of additional travel distance. These high-strength reflections clearly

demonstrate the need for pulse-type measurements within enclosed test

environments. Once the pulse system parameters were fixed, oscillo-

grams such as those seen in figures 7 and 8 would be reproduced exactly

the same pulse-after-pulse. Whatever physical phenomena were occurring

did so in the same fashion for every transmitted pulse.

As was stated earlier, it took about 250 msec before the

reverberations, i.e., reflected pulses in the tank, decayed to accept-

able levels. The most likely eventual sink for the transmitted

acoustic energy was the mud at the bottom of the tower. This long

decay time (250 msec) is equivalent to 1200 feet of acoustical energy

propagation. The pulses could bounce back and forth from top to

bottom of the tower 6 times in this duration. These vertical oscilla-

tions are initially set up by the horizontal reflections and re-

reflections impinging on the tripod (and thereby causing energy

scatter), and by the initial beaming of the acoustic energy upward

at 100 from the horizontal (the upward orientation of the box can be

seen in figure 1). This upward beaming causes the reflected pulse to

bounce back and forth in zigzag fashion up the tower, gaining about

9 feet in height for each crossing of the 50-foot diameter. It is

expected that all normal modes of this closed acoustic cavity (the

water tower) were excited within the first 100 msec.

Figure 7 clearly indicates the energy contamination in our
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measurement environment. Steps must now be taken to time-domain filter

all of the energy to yield only that portion which is believed to come

solely from the radiating surface. This function is performed by the

Scientific-Atlanta (S-A) receiver gate, the next component in the

pulsing system. Triggering information from the S-A timing generator

allows this "gate" to open only for a brief instant and then close

again. The receiver gate, like many other pieces of sophisticated

electronic equipment, operates with maximum accuracy and minimum

distortion only when its output terminals are connected to a specified

impedance. Scientific-Atlanta has designed these particular units to

match a 75 9 resistance; therefore, this load was placed across the

output terminals of the receiver gate. The gated output appears at

TP 2 and is shown in the oscillogram in figure 8. It is important to

note that no changes in oscilloscope settings were made between figures

7 and 8. Both traces started with the initiation of a transmitted

pulse. Figure G shows that the receiver gate opened for only 1 msec,

and that this duration coincided with the 2-msec period of constant

value which was reached in figure 7 after the start-up transients

subsided. This small portion of the original transmitted pulse will

be the only acoustic energy measured from this point on. When the

hydrophone was held stationary, as well as the transmitter pulse

parameters, the oscillogram seen in figure 8 was exactly duplicated

once every second.

The timing generator (near the center of figure 5) ccntrols

the entire pulsing sequence. Within this uait are located the

controls for adjusting pulse repetition rate, pulse duration, and the

receiver gate opening and closing. Auxiliary outputs provide for
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synchronizing the oscilloscope triggering with the initiation of a

transmitted pulse. Other portions of the pulsing subsystem include

the generation of a precisely controlled pulse that is subsequently

amplified and sent to the Massa AN/SQS-23 type transducer element

located in the box at the bottom of the tower. Pulse generation begins

at the Hewlett-Packard (H-P) oscillator (shared with the calibration

subsystem). For calibration purposes the oscillator output is held at

1.00 Vrms and at the desired pulse frequency as shown by the counter.

This signal passes through the S-A transmitter gate only as long as

the triggering information from the timing generator persists. It

will be noted that this type of function is identical to that performed

by the receiver gate. After passing through a 75 Q load the pulse as

seen at TP 4 will be a uniform amplitude tone burst of exact duration,

e.g., 6 msec, at the desired pulse repetition rate, e.g., 1 pulse per

second.

A brief digression is in order at this point regarding the use

of the decibel (dB) measurement system. Historically, acoustic

measurements have normally been made in logarithmic units, because of

the large range of values which are encountered. The usual logarithmic

base is "10" rather than the base "e" used by mathematiciins. The

unit of measurement is the dB defined by Beranek (6) and many others

as
WI

Electrical Power Level 1 10 lOgo W (4)

in dB

where WI and W are two electrical powers. If the resistance

across which each of these powers is measured is identical, then
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V1Electrical Power Level 20 loglo - (5)

in dB,

where V1 and V2 are the voltages across the similar resistances.

It is most convenient to set the denominator as a unity reference

value, e.g., 1 Vrms; then

Electrical Power Level = 20 log1 o V, (6)

in dB//l Vrms.

A similar technique is used in acoustics (for example.Officer

(7)) where, in wave propagati.n through a single media, the two

resistances or rather the real parts of the acoustic impedances are

the same.
PI

Acoustic Intensity Level3 - 20 loglo P2 (7)

in dB, 2 o

where P1 and P2 are the acoustic pressures across the same

characteristic impedance again. Using a unity reference value of

I dyne per square cm (which is identical to 1 libar), w! have

Acoustic Intensity Level - 20 log10 P1  (8)

in dB//l pbar.

Throughout this dissertation, voltages will usually be

dcscribed in dB//l Vrms and acoustic pressures always in dB//l pbar.

Since making logarithmic adjustments on linear instrumentation

such as conventional voltmeters and resistor banks is time consuming

and error prone, logarithmic attenuators are used extensively in

3Intensity is defined as the average energy flow through a
unic area pecpendicular to the direction of flow.
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acoustic measurements. These attenuators will drop the signal value

across the unit by any incremental number of dB which might be

desired, usually by the setting of two 10-position switches (for

changes from 0 to 99 dB). A Davon attenuator was used following the

transmitter gate to control the pulse amplitude. For accuracy

reasons, a 600 A load is used for impeslance stabilization. The tone I
burst is then cabled to a MacIntosh 200-watt linear amplifier; its

gain control set roughly at midrange. The tone burst at the output

of this amplifier was maintained at a constant 10.0 Vrms (as seen at

TP 5). Rapid reductions of this output voltage in 10 dB steps could

be accomplished by changing the attenuator. The 10 volt tone burst

was sent down approximately 180 feet of type DSS-3 transducer cable

to the AN/SQS-23 transducer element. This completes the operation of

the pulsing subsystem.

The measurement subsystem begins at TP 2, at the top-center of

figure 5. The signal at this point is the time-filtered acoustic data

seen in figure 8. This approximately 1 msec tone burst at 9240 Hz

contains about 10 cycles of oscillation. The frequency 9240 Hz was

utilized because it produced the best quality hologram at the water

tower. A NUSC/NL designed logarithmic amplifier was used to convert

this lineor ac pulse to another ac pulse whose output is proportional

to the log irithm (to the base 10) of the input value. The amplitude

of this logarithmic pulse is detected by a conventional Dranetz

sampling voltmeter (referred to as the "Pulse Detector" in figure 5),

whose samnle duration is controlled by the timing generator to be the

same widti and coherent in time with the logarithmic pulse eatering it.

The "DC OUTPUT" of this pulse detector is a dc voltage proportional to
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the logarithm of the rs value of the tir z-filLered pulse shown in

figure 8. All that remains is to record this value on the B&K polar

recorder as a function of hydrophone position. Since this string of

measurement instrumentation was not designed by their individual

manufacturers to be compatible in this configuration, it was necessary

to aid a buffer stage between the pulse detector and the polar recorder.

This stage consists of a NUSC/NL designed and produced dc amplifier

with a controllable dc bias level at its input to offset the +2 volt

dc reference level which is present at the "DC OUTPUT" of the pulse

detector even during the absence of signal. The B&K polar recorder

was operated in the linear condition. An iterative process involving

gradual changes between the recorder's input gain control, and the dc

bias level enabled the recorder to be calibrated to match the pre-

printed lines on the polar graph paper.

The position-control subsystem provides the information to

synchronize the rotation of the hydrophone on a single contour with

the rotation of the plotting table on the polar recorder. This was

accomplished by means of 60-Hz servomechanisms. A synchro (trans--

mitter) was directly coupled to the heavy rotating shaft. As the

shaft rotated the synchrorotor winding relative to the three stationary

4stator windings, 3-phase, 60-Hz, electrical power was sent from the
stator through about 50 feet of cable to a matching servo receiver-

motor within the polar recorder. In this manner, the plotting table

would follow the shaft motion at any speed and in either direction.

Synchro-zeroing, i.e., the initial aligning of the plotting table with

a reference shaft position, was accomplished by rotating the synchro

housing itself. Once the synchro was zeroed, the housing was held
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stationary throughout the remainder of the experiment.

The calibration subsystem will encompass the last few remaining

blocks on figure 5. The same H-P oscillator used to generate the

transmitted pulse is also used for calibration. This guarantees that,

once a transmission frequency has been selected, the entire system

will be calibrated using that same frequency. The 1.0 Vrms output of

the oscillator is passed through an H-P attenuator and an H-P ac volt-

meter and is subsequently substituted for the hydrophone input during

calibration, at the input to the Ithaco low-noise preamplifier. To

stabilize the oscillator output voltage, some attenuation was always

present in the H-P attenuator. In order to calibrate the system, the

variable gain control on the Ithaco preamplifier was set at 0 dB, i.e.,

no amplification and no attenuation. With 10 dB set on the H-P

attenuator, the polar recorder's gain control and the dc amplifier's

bias control were adjusted to place the recorder stylus on a convenient

line near the edge of the polar graph paper. In this case the +35 dB

line was selected for ease of calibration. This line would now

represent -10 dB referenced to 1 Vrms. Another 10 dB was then adced

in the H-P attenuator and the stylus moved toward the center of the

paper. If it did not fall exactly on another desired preprinted line,

the recorder gain control was changed to accommodate this. Unfortu-

nately this would upset the bias level; therefore both controls were

adjusted again and again until finally one couid step from 10 dB to

50 dB on the H-P attenuator and the stylus would dutifully follow each

10 dB decrease, pausing over the preprinted lines which were to

represent 10 dB steps.

This total system calibration does not depend upon kiowledge
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of nor adjustment of the many controls which lie in the chain between

the input and the output. All that is required is that once calibrated,

no internal controls need be adjusted. The only exception to this rule

was the variable gain control on the Ithaco preamplifier. It had been

set to 0 dB during calibratiln. When the hydrophone was then connected

in place of the calibration circuitry, the pulse level wat much below

-10 dB referenced to 1 Vrms. This caused the stylus to move all the

way to the center of the polar paper. Since the hydrophone was in the

position of suspected highest acoustic pressures, the Ithaco preampli-

fier gain was adjusted to place tlPe stylus near the highest calibr. tion

line. This gain setting (+30 dB) i. i ecorded on the polatr chart and

remained constant at that level for the duration of the test. By means

of this calibration technique, the following simple formula can be

used to determine the exa,;t voltage that must have been present on the

hydrophone caxble for any particular point on the polar chart:

V + G L + C, (9)

C I
where

VC = voltage level on the cable in dB//l Vrms

G, - gain setting on Ithaco preamplifier

L - level recorded on polar chart

C - calibration factor (-45 dr).

The calibration factor stems from the initial calibration

which set -10 dB ou the H-P attenuator to correspond with the +35 dB

line on the chart TIhus, for this setting,

-10 dB + 0 - +35 dB - 45 dB. (10)
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The calibration factor is strictly a function of an arbitrary

input level (-10 dB) and an arbitrary chart position (+35 dB). Once

set,however, this factor (-45 dB) is a constant throughout the experi-

ment.

Figure 6 contains portions of the automatic data reduction

subsystem. This subsystem was designed to provide for an almost

completely independent measurement system to serve as a backup for

the primary hard-copy polar recorder output. The backup system could

bc ,sed to avoid data loss due to any instrument failure in the primary

chain. Moreover, if the failure occurred near the end of the chain,

e.g., the pulse detector or the polar recorder, that properly processed

data at the beginning and midpoints of the chain would also be saved

in order to reduce the subsequent processing of data in the backup

system. The only uoumon items eequired for both the primary and

backup modes (shown in figure 5) are the adjustable gain Ithaco low-

noise preamplifier and the LC-1O hydrophone that was rotated around

the sound source. Since neither of these pieces is immune to

failure, two spare LC-10 hydrophones and an additional Ithaco pre-

amplifier were on hand during the experimentation. Rather than

allowing these "spares" to remain "on the shelf" during the testing,

one of the LC-10 hydrophones and the low-noise preamplifier were

utilized to monitor the time stationarity of the experiment. This

hydrophone (called the reference hydrophone) was suspended from the

drawbridge approximately 10 feet from the rotator. The hydrophone

was held stationary about 10 feet above the bottom of the tower by

a white line tied to a amall weight. This line is readily visible

in figure 1 on the left side. Close inspection will reveal the small
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white spot near the top of the line that is the stainless steel base

o the reference hydrophone. Once arbitrarily placed, this hydro-

phone was never moved throughout the duration of the testing. The

gain of the preamplifier was adjusted to give an output pulse ampli-

tude of about 1 Vrms, when the AN/SQS-23 transducer was driven at

10 Vrms. This output (nearly identical to figure 7) was visually

monitored, on the oscilloscope, frequently during the test and

indicated no change in transmitted pulse level with time.

The heart of the automatic data reduction subsystem, the

7-channel tape recorder, was not shown in figures 5 and 6 to avoid

clu..er of these diagrams by the many interconnecting cables to the

recorder. The alternative method employed was to label all important

test points, especially those points where information was recorded.

The instrumentation quality tape recorder utilized was an Ampex CP-100.

It records and reproduces on seven parallel tracks along a l,2-inch

tape. The user has the option of which recording mode, either direct

or frequency modulation (FH), he desires on each channel individually.

Each mode has certain advantages. In the FM mode, frequencies as low

as 0 Hz, i.e., dc voltage, can be accurately recorded. The highest

usable frequency is tape speed dependent and at 30 inches per second,

input rilters attenuate the signals sharply above 10 kHz. In the

direct mode, the lowest usable frequency is about 100 Hz, but its

upper limit is 125 kHz. The dynami,. range of the FM mode is 45 dB

whereas that of the direct mode is only 30 dB. Both modes will

record accurately only if their input levels are held to 1 Vrms or

less (e.g., in the direct mode, accurate linear response can be

obtained from 0.032 V (-30 dB//l Vrms) through 1.0 Vrms). The
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standard 10.5-inch-diameter tape reel contained 2500 feet of 1.5-mil

mylar base tape. This quaity tape is thicker and more reliable than

the standard 1-mul tapes. Operating at a tape speed of 30 inches

per second, one reel of tape is limited 15 minutes of recording time.

Since one rotation of the hydrophone required 4.25 minutes, three

"runs" could be comfortably recorded on each reel.

The recording heads for each channel are divided into two

groups; one stack of heads contains channels 1, 3, 5, and 7, and the

other stack has channels 2, 4, and 6. The two stacks are physically

displaced by 1.5 inches along the tape. This displacement of adjacent

channels accounts for the low "cross talk" between these channels.

In making pulse measurements, where timing is important, this dis-

placement in space amounted to a 50 msec separation in time. Care was

taken to record those items of information where signal synchronization

is important, on the same stack. Table 1 indicates what type of

information was recorded on each channel, the recording mode utilized,

and the test point from which this information was obtained.

TABLE 1

TAPE RECORDER INPUTS

Channel Test Point Mode Information
A 1 8 FM Time Ccde

2 4 FM Transmitted Pulse
3 6 Direct Sampling Frequency
4 1 FM Received Pulse
5 3 FM Pulse Detector Output
6 9 FM Reference Pulse
S7 j7 Direct Voice and Start-Stop
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Signal synchronization is required between the transmitted

pulse, the received pulse, and the reference pulse (from the reference

hydrophone); thus, these pulses were recorded from the same stack on

channels 2, 4, and 6, respectively. For the planned automatic data

reduction using the facilities of the NUSC/NL Computer Laboratory, the

beginning of the transmitted pulse would initiate a time-counting

sequence which, upon a preset count, would allow the digitizing of the

received pulse to begin. Likewise, the digitizing could be stopped at

any count. In effect we have computer-controlled time-filtering; the

same function is obtained in the pulsing subsystem. Similarly, the

time-stationarity of the experiment couid be measured and verified by

use of the reference pulse.

The rate at which the received pulse is digitized was

established by recording a 100 kHz signal on channel 3. This

"sampling frequency" was set well above the minimum or Nyquist rate

of 2 times the highest frequency to be analyzed (see Deutsch (8)).

The use of 100 kHz guarantees at least 10 points per oscillation in

-.9 the 10-kHz limited acoustic data. This same 100 kHz signal was

cabled through a microswitch on the rotating shaft back to channel 7

[. to provide overall start-stop information for the computer. Before

each run, the clutch would be disengaged on the shaft and the arm

positioned to a mechanical starting point. After the shaft had

rotated at least 90 degrees, by means of the gear drive, the micro-

switch (shown in figure 6) would close denoting the electrical start-

ing point. The computer, sensing a 100 kHz signal, would then begin

the analysis. The switch would remain closed for several seconds then

open again. This latter opening would not, however, initiate any
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action in the pre-instructed computer. As the shaft made one full

revolution past the electrical starting point, the switch would close

again causing the computation to be terminated. Since the start-stop

information occupied less than half a minute per revolution, channel 7

was also used for voice recording of the run and instrument parameters.

Figure 6 shows an Astatic crystal microphone connected to a Burr-Brown

preamplifier. This combination produced enough voltage for satis-

factory voice recording and instantaneous playback through a small

loudspeaker. The loudspeaker could also be attached to the tape

recorder output, a useful feature for picking out a certaiv section

of data from the reel during the set-up and calibration phases of the

experiment. Since the Burr-Brown preamplifier filters all signals well

below 100 kHz there was no possibility for the voice input to triggcr

the computer "on" or "off." These instructions could only result from

the narrowband detection of a few seconds of continuous 100 kiHz signal.

The Systron-Donner time code generator shown in figure 6 is

the last major piece of instrumentation. Its purpose was to provide

a continuous indication of the time of day for use in the automatic

data reduction subsystem. The hour, minute, and second are contained

in the binary coded modulation of a 1 khz carrier frequency. The

pulse-type modulation occurs at a rate of 100 pulses per second. The

particular code employed is of the standard type developed by the

White Sands Missile Range (9), Inter-Range Instrumentation Group

(IRIG). Format B has been adopted by the Naval Underwater Systems

Center and many other facilities. The output of the time code

generator was too high for direct input into the tape recorder. A

10-1 resistor pad of "L" configuration was assembled within a small
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steel box (to minimize the reception of electromagnetic noise). This

pad reduced the output voltage of the time code generator by a factor

of 10, thereby placing it within the proper range for recording. This

time information would be used by the computer to calculate hydrophone

rotation angle in lieu of the synchro positioning information. The

electrical start-stop information, the elapsed time, and the constant

rotation rate of 1 revolution in 4.25 minutes is sufficient for the

precise calculation of hydrophone position. The time code generator

provided for the measurement of elapsed time. A similar pad is shown

in figure 5 at the output of the pulse detector, and it serves an

identical purpose.
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III. CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

A. Initial Holographic Studies

Concurrent with the construction of the mechanical apparatus

and the assembly of the electronic instrumentation, a brief investiga-

tion was undertaken to find a suitable clamped-edge plate resonant mode

between 8-10 kHz. The 6-inch by 9-inch plate has many resonant modes

(which will be dealt with in detail later in this section); however,

it was necessary to restrict attention at this time to finding a suit-

able mode high enough in frequency to guarantee far-field acoustic

propagation at 8 feet (8 kHz), and yet low enough to be compatible

with the tape recorder (10 kHz).

At any arbitrary frequency, one can obtain a hologram of the

vibrating surface. Usually, this hologram will be highly complicated,

being a combination of two or more resonant modes. Using small

(10-20 Hz) changes in the plate excitation frequency, one of these

modes will become more dominant. By trial and error, the experimenter

can normally close in on this particular resonant mode. Holograms of

resonant modes are highly symmetrical about their horizontal and

vertical axis.

Figure 9 shows the (5, 5) mode of the 6-inch by 9-inch clamped-

edge plate. To interpret this hologram, consider the group of black

fringes in the lower left corner. These fringes are analogous to the

lines at equal elevation, i.e., contour lines on a topographical map.

On such a map the small circular fringe in the center would represent
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the top of a mountain. Larger fringes surrounding the peak represent

the mountain contours at different altitudes. Similarly on the holo-

gram, the small circular black fringe represents that portion of the

vibrating plate which had the greatest local displacement from its

static condition. The static condition (base-plane) is the plane

formed by the clamped edge and in figure 9 is seen as a white border

surrounding the fringe patterns.

The particular small group of fringes being discussed would be

labeled the (1, 1) or "oil can" mode if they alone completely covered

the vibrating surface. To visualize the relationship between this

area and those adjacent to it, assume that at some arbitrary instant

of time this small area were at its peak outward displacement. The

two groups of fringes imediately adjacent to it must, at that same

instant, be at the peak of their inward displacements. This results

from several factors: (1) the actual displacement values are very

small (one fringe is approximately equal to 36(10-6 ) inches, (2) the

maximum angle between an adjacent peak and valley is less than 0.003,

and (3) the slope transition between this peak and valley must be

smooth. The first two conditions assure us that the plate is being

stressed well within its elastic region and no permanent surface

deformation is occurring. (Proof that the bending stresses are well

within the elastic limit will be shown in section VI.) If the third

condition did not hold, a sharp change in slope at the base-plane

would produce severe fatigue at these points, thereby causing the

plate to rupture in a short time--something which did not happen over

the estimated 50(10 6) cycles of operation during this experiment.

If one labels the phase of the lower left group as "+" then
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the two groups next to it can be labeled as "-." Furthermore, those

groups adjacent to the "-" groups must be "+." This technique can be

continued until all groups are labeled, with the result that every "+"

group will be surrounded by "-" groups, thus demonstrating the con-

sistency of this interpretation. Moreover, at any arbitrary instant

of time, all '+" groups will be going in while the "-" will be going

out, or vice versa. These groups will change direction at the rate

of the excitation frequency (roughly 9,000 times per second). The

time-average of the displacement across this surface will produce a

two-dimensional standing-wave pattern analogous to the electrical

standing wave patterns observed in radar waveguides.

A hologram is recorded on a photographic plate when coherent

" light impinges on that plate from two synchronized sources, the light

*i from one of these sources having been reflected from the object under

investigation. The diffraction pattern caused by interference between

these reference and object beams is recorded on the photographic

plate. When viewed in normal (incoherent) light, the plate appears

dark with a thin rainbow through it. When illuminated by a coherent

light source, e.g., an expanded laser beam, the object can be seen in

three dimensions. Changing the viewing angle allows one to se ther

parts of the object which are hidden from other viewing direc' as.

If, during the exposure of the photographic plate, the object is

moved, black interference fringes, occurring at approximately 1/2

wavelength intervals of displacement, will be superimposed over the

image of the object. This latter type of procedure is referred to

as interferometric holography. When the object is vibrated in simple

harmonic manner, its surface spends most of the time at the maximum
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and minimum points of displncement. The black interference fringes

are produced by the destructive interference of the diffraction

patterns produced on the plate during these times of maximum and

minimum displacement.

Many difficulties arise in the taking of holograms. Of primary

importance are: the exclusion of all ambient light during exposure of

the photographic plate, operation kn the proper exposure range for the

particular emulsion, careful control of object vibration amplitude,

and suppression of the relative motion between the optical component.s

and the object's reference or base-plane. Control of ambient light in

the laboratory is accomplished through the careful design of special

light-tight, windowless rooms. Labyrinth entrances, door seals, and

flat black paint on all surfaces provide for a dark, non-reflecting

optical environment. At the water tower, all portholes were

covered with opaque black plastic, as was the surface of the tank.

Furthermore, holograms were made only at night.

There are many different types of phutographic plate emulsions.

The type utilized at NUSC/NL is of the highest scientific grade (Agfa-

Gevaert No. 10E56). This emulsion has an operating curve of light

transmission versus exposure which is nearly linear in its central

region. It becomes necessary to carefully bias the emulsion into this

linear region in order to obtain holograms with the best resolution.

The bias is usually controlled by the amplitude of the reference beam

with respect to that of the object beam, each measured separately at

the photographic plate using a photocell detector.

Control of object vibration ai plitude is necessary because of

the non-linear Bessel function relationship between fringe numbers and
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actual displacement values. Since the successive maximums ol the

zero-order Bessel function decrease in amplitude with increasing argu-

ment, the bright fringes between adjacent dark fringes also decrease in

amplitude with increasing fringe number. With vibration amplitudes of

more than 20 or 30 constructive and destructive fringes, it becomes

impossible to separate these higher numbered bright and dark fringes.

Since the adjacent bright and dark fringes are roughly 1/4 wavelength

apart, a limitation in vibration amplitude occurs at about five

wavelengths of the laser beam.

Suppression of the relative motion between all optical com-

ponents and the vibrating object base-plane is an absolute necessity.

In the laboratory, all the equipment including the vibratiag object

was placed an a block of polished granite 10 inches thick. The block

itself was isolated from the concrete laboratory floor by the use of

three air-spring mounts. All optical instruments were solidly housed

in massive holders with three-point support. A similar technique was

used at the water tower, except that the granite block was solidly

connected to the concrete apron surrounding the tower.

The optical arrangement employed in the laboratory to make

the initial holograms is shown in figure 10. The Coherent Radiation,

model 52, argon gas laser has a wavelength of 0.5145 micron (i). This

green-blue light is very close to the 0.49p wavelength that penetrates

water with the least attenuation, i.e., the "blue-green window." An

electronic shutter was attached to the end of the laser to provide

careful control of exposure time. Figures 11 and 12 are double-

exposure photographs of the optical instrumentation and the laser
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beam The shutter can be seen at the end of the buff-colored laser

near the top-left in figure 11. The green laser beam passed through

this shutter, was reflected by a mirror at the corner of the granite

slab, and entered the beam-splitter. (The path of the laser beam is

most readily apparent in figure 10, where the direction of energy flow

is indicated by dark arrows.) The splitter is designed to provide a

9 to 1 intensity ratio between the object and reference beams,

respectively, and ascertains that the two coherent beams are synchro- I
nous. The reference beam passed through a variable attenuator (actu-

ally a round variably silvered mirror) to further control its intensity.

To maximize coherency it is good practice to keep the reference beam

and object bea. path lengths roughly equal; thus, the reference beam

was directed back down the table to be reflected forward again by

another mirror, and directed toward the photographic plate in its

heavy U-shaped holder. When the beam was about 2 feet from the plate,

it entered a 10-power lens which expanded it from the original pencil

beam and caused it to spread its energy uniformly around the 4-inch

by 5-inch photographic plate.

The object beam, after passing through the splitter, was

reflected by a mirror toward the object to be studied. Similar to

the reference beam, the object beam was also expanded, this time by a

20-power lens, to irradiate the object. This object was the 6-inch by

9-inch radiating surface firmly attached to the heavy square steel

ring. The yellow ring is readily visible in figure 11. The ring was

4Double exposure was necessary because light from the flash-
bulo completely obliterated the low off-axis intensity of the laser
beam. The beam was superimposed on the normal photograph by a time
exposure.
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placed in a long water-filled trough that had a large porthole on the

end. In figure 11, the expanded object beam can be seen as it entered

through this porthole and illuminated the radiating surface. Light

was reflected from the radiating surface (the object beam) and it also

engulfed the photographic plate. A portion of the radiating surface

can be seen in figure 12 by looking through the photographic plate

holder. At the plane of the photographic plate, the entire radiating

surface was visible. The object beam intensity is considerably lower

than the reference beam (about 1/3). For optimum photographic pur-

pooes, the reference beam is adjusted by means of the variable attenu-

ator to provide this proper bias level for the emulsion.

The uniformity of the intensity over the plate from each

separate beam was measured. Small adjustments could be made by moving

the expanding lens. To reduce any "aser light scattered from the

optical apparatus from reaching the photographic plate, additional

opaque barriers and shades were employed. A final intensity reading at

the photographic plate, with both beams present, provided the informa-

tion necessary to establish (with knowledge of the emulsion speed) the

p:oper exposure time, 1/2 second in this instance.

The: radiating surface was continuously excited by an oscillator-

amplifier-transducer chain. The AN/SQS-23 transducer was located

behind the ring; its top is barely visible in figure 11.

An unexposed photographic plate was removed from its light-

proof box (with no light in the room) and placed in the U-shaped

holder. The electronic shutter was triggered providing exactly 1/2

second of laser illumination of the objecf:. The photographic plate

was then returned to another light-proof bix, ready to be developed.
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The developing of a batch of plates took place shortly thereafter in

an adjacent dark room. After drying, the plates were illuminated from

the rear by the expanded reference beam alone. The hologram could then

be seen and, if desired, could be photographed using conventional

cameras and film.

In the search to find a classical resonant mode between 8-10

kHz, the first radiating surface studied was an aluminum plate 1/16

inch thick. The classical resonances of this plate were very low in

frequency (about 1-3 kHz). The aluminum plate was removed from the

ring and a stainless steel sheet, 1/8 inch thick, was glued to the

ring. Both the increase in thickness and the increase in elastic

modulus would tend to raise the resonant frequencies. For this

plate, the (5, 5) mode seen in figure 9 was found at 9220 Hz by use

of the laboratory setup shown in figure 10. This concluded the

initial holographic studies.

4t
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B. Acoustic-Holographic Experiment at the Water Tower

This portion of the investigation is most important since only

at the water tower could the acoustic and holographic measurements be

taken consecutively. Although better holograms can be obtained in the

laboratory, and more detailed acoustic measurements can be made at con-

ventional under-water acoustic calibration facilities, in neither of

these locations can both types of measurements be performed simultane-

ously nor consecutively. The mounting of the radiating surface at the

bottom of the tower and the operation of the rotator at the top of the

tower have been covered in section II. Likewise, the acoustic measure-

ment technique and its associated instrumentation have been discussed

in detail. This subsection will deal primarily with the hydrodynamic

calibration of the hydrophone cable, establishment of the measurement

contours, and the actual performance of this experiment.

A plumb line, attached to the heavy vertical shaft on the

rotator, was dropped from the surface to mark the center of rotation

at the top of the tripod (which was resting on the bottom of the

tower). The radiating surface and its attached box were placed on

the tripod such that the center of rotation coincided with the

center of the radiating plate. A wire-covered wooden frame work

called the "retrieving platform" normally rested on the bottom of the

tower (see figure 1). This platform could be raised at any time by

means of heavy steel cables attached to four synchronous electric

winches. The retrieving platform was utilized to raise and lower the

tripod in order to make minor position adjustments of the sound box

resting upon it. Before the platforn was raised, the drawbridge was

elevated to about a 450 angle. This allowed unencumbered access to
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the center of the raised platform. Note should be made that holes

were cut in the retrieving platform to allow the feet of the tripod to

rest firmly on the bottom of the tower. The concrete base, underlying

the tower and forming the apron outside, acted as a huge inertia block

and served to tie the tripod to the granite optical table with little

relative motion between thd two.

First, the cable length was calibrated. The hydrophone was

suspended directly in front at the middle of the radiating surface.

At the point where the cable passed over the carriage on the rotating

arm the cable was marked with white tape. Other tape marks were

placed on the cable at 1-foot intervals both above and below this

reference mark. These marks proviaed for rapid changes in Ah during

the experimental runs.

Figure 13 indicates the "drag" and "kiting' angles referred to

in this discussion of the hydrodynamic calibration procedure. When

the weighted hydrophone cable was suspended from the arm, without the

rotator energized, the cable acted as another plumb line. Then, when

the rotator was energized, the hydrophone began to move but, with a

certain spatia1 delay or "drag angle." The maximum drag angle is

associated with maximum cable velocity. Since the angular velocity

was constant (1 revolution in 4.25 minutes), maximum cable (tangen-

tail) speed occurred at the greatest radius (8 feet). The carriage

was moved to the 8-foot position on the arm. The arm was carefully

positioned so that the plumb line formed by the hydrophone coincided

with the plumb line attached to the shaft when viewed through the

narrow vertical slot formed by two pieces of masking tape on a port-

hole at the base of the tower. The angle of the arm in this position
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was inscribed on the top of the rotator. The rotator was then

energized. After one revolution, another line was Inscribed on the top

of the rotator, denoting the arm position at the instant when the

5. hydrophone was again aligned with the porthole slot and the shaft plumb

line. The angular difference between the two inscribed lines was 120

and is an accurate measure of the drag angle. The test was repeated

to ensure the results. Similar tests were run allowing less than I

revolution for drag angle build-up. The results showed that the full

120 drag angle was established in as little as 1/4 revolution of the

arm.

A surveyor's transit was used to determine the amount of

"kiting" (i.e., swing-in or swinS-out) that accompanied cable motion.

Depending upon the many parameters involved (e.g., hydrophone and

cable mass, cable length, and hydrodynamic damping), a weight on the

end of a line can be made to swing out much farther than the radius

about which it is being rotated at certain speeds. The same mass can

also be made to circumscribe a much smaller circle than the radius at

its driven end merely by changing the angular velocity (usually in-

creasing it). At the extremely low speed employed at the water tower,

and with the very light hydrophone mass compared to the weighted cable

mass, it was impossible to predict (i% any reasonable length of time)

the degree of kiting. The in situ calibration of this parameter pro-

vided the answer; there was no kiting at all! The transit was set up

at a porthole and adjusted so that its crosshairs bisected the hydro-

phone, with the carriage at 8 feet, the rotator stationary, and with a

900 angle between the arm and the transit orientation. The arm was

slowly moved back and forth to guarantee that the transit was truly
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aligned tangential to the hydrophone's static circle of rotation.

The rotator was subsequently energized and, after allowing a few

revolutions to establish steady-state conditions, the hydrophone was

tracked with the transit. The angle corresponding to the hydrophone's

most horizontal excursion was noted. This angle was identical with

that recorded for the stationary condition, i.e., the kiting angle

equals zero. Repetitions of this test yielded data which differed at

most by 0.10, the accuracy limitation of the transit.

These tests completed the calibration of the measurement sphere.

The hydrophone's position in space can be completely determined by

(1) the amount of cable above or below the reference mark (Ah), (2)

the distance of the carriage from the shaft (Ar), and (3) the maximum

drag angle of W2. A linear interpolation of this drag angle as a

function of Ar will produce contour alignment well within the angular

accuracy necessary to demonstrate the feasibility of this dissertation's

hypothesis.

The optical table was enclosed by a plywood structure at the

bottom of the tower. Figure 14, a photograph taken inside this

structure, shows the laser and the various splitters, mirrors, lenses,

etc., necessary for making the holograms. The same holographic tech-

nique described earlior in this section was employed; the only signifi-

cant difference was the long (roughly 30 feet) distances between some

components. To keep the reference beam path length nearly equal to

that of the object beam, the former was directed through one porthole

to a "corner cube" mounted on the tripod. This cube has the property

of reflecting the laser beam back in exactly the same direction as it

came from: only 1 inch lower in space. Scrutiny of figure 15 will

It. ........
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reveal a second thin beam just below the predominant reference beam in

the photograph. The funnel-shaped object beam, illuminating the radiat-

ing face of the sound box, can be seen entering the tank from the

second porthole. The photographic plate holder was positioned near the

larger (reference beam) porthole. The alignment of the radiating sur-

face with this porthole is apparent in figure 15. As is the usual

practice, several holograms were made at 10-20 Hz intervals about the

desired frequency (9220 Hz), as well as several holograms at that fre-

quency using different exposure times, excitation voltage levels, etc.

When developed, most of these plates produced acceptable holograms.

The hologram shown in figure 9, the classical (5, 5) mode, was one of

these, but it occurred at 9240 Hz. The slight increase in frequency of

the (5, 5) mode is attributed to a slight increase in elastic modulus

of the stainless steel plate due to the cooler water in the tower

compared to that in the laboratory trough, and to the change in hydro-

static pressure. More will be said of this later in section III C.

The desired hologram having been obtained, the electronic

instrumentation was calibrated at this latest frequency. Polar

patterns were run at 1-foot intervals over the measurement sphere.

The Ah - -7 foot and Ah - -8 foot contours could not be obtained due

to the presence of the retrieving platform. In all, 15 patterns were

obtained plus calibration runs at the start and at the completion of

the experiment. Analysis of these contours will be covered in section

IV.

The most noteworthy event in this portion of the experiment

was the last-minute failure of the backup (automatic data reduction)

subsystem. With only a few hours remaining before mandatory experiment
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termination, a failure occurred in the tape recorder on channel 4, the

raw acoustic data shown in figure 7. Attempts at correcting the failure

proved fruitless. Fortunately, the primary hard-copy polar recordings

were being produced in fine fashion. Regardless of this failure, the

remaining channels were re ..rded to demonstrate the time-stationarity

of the experiment. The redundancy of the independent measurement tech-

nieques was greatly appreciated in these final hours. As a result of

this failure, and of the fine operation of the primary (polar recorder)

measurement technique, the automatic data reduction phase of this

experiment was not utilized.

C. CoMrehensive Investigation of the Various Plate Resonances

The shift in the (5, 5) mode resonant frequency from 9220 Hz

in the laboratory to 9240 Hz at the water tower initiated an investi-

gation of the complete spectrum of the radiating plate resonances. In

order to simulate all of the conditions present at the water tower

(with the exception of hydrostatic pressure), the laboratory holography

arrangement was modified as shown in figure 16. A large 80-gallon

aquarium was substituted for the long trough. The radiating surface

and its ring were bolted to the box to provide the same acoustic

excitation as was employed at the water tower. Ice was used to lower

the water temperature within the aquarium.

Two different methods were used to scan the frequency spectrum

in the search for resonant modes: real-time observation, and the use

of a fiber-optic displacement measurement instrument. Johnson and

LeBlanc (3) discuss the theory behind the real-time holographic observa-

tion of vibratory motion. Basically this technique relies on the
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creaticn of constructive and destructive fringe patterns over the

jurface of the object, formed by the interference of the object beam

when viewed through a previously developed hologram of the stationary

object. First, a conventional hologram is taken of the object in its

stationary condition (i.e., no excitation or other motion). After

development, the hologram can be viewed in coherent light, yielding a

three-dimensional image of the object. This stationary hologram is

then carefully returned to the photographic plate holder in exactly

the same position as when the plate was exposed. The radiating plate

is then excited, and the reference beam is blocked from the plate.

The object beam, coming from the vibrating surface, forms inter-

ferometric fringe patterns by interaction with the diffraction pattern

recorded on the stationary hologram. When this stationary hologram is

viewed in the (vibrating) object beam, a condition similar to figure

17 will be observed. The whole reference-plane is covered by vertical

fringes. This is partially caused by minute changes in the position

of the stationary hologram, and mostly by contraction of the emulsion

during the development process. Superimposed on these vertical

stripes are nine distinct regions of fringe smearing; 3 rows of 3

columns, i.e., ths (3, 3) mode. Figure 18, a hologram of the (3, 3)

mode, was taken at the same frequency (3195 Hz). As the plate

excitation frequency was changed, the regions of fringe smearing also

changed. Thus by making a slow frequency sweep, each plate resonance

could be observed and its frequency recorded. This technique is

limited by the experimenter's experience since some low--amplitude

modes are difticult to discern, especially those at the higher fre-

quencies.
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The fiber-optic technique gives a much stronger indication of

resonance throughout the frequency range of interest. However, it is

"V sensitive to the probe position and also considerably more time is

required to determine resonant frequencies with this method. Figure 19

indicates the arrangement of electronic and optical instrumentation

necessary for this technique. The essence of this method lies in the

amplitude modulation of a reflected light beam--the light beam being

conducted through a fiber-optic probe. This light crosses a small gap

and impinges on a small square of flexible mirror tape glued to the

vibrating surface. The light reflected from this mirror is received

by the same probe and conducted to the Fotonic Sensor fiber-optic

receiver. As the vibrating surface moves, the gap distance changes

slightly and causes amplitude modulation of the light reflected from

the small mirror. This small degree of modulation is detected and

amplified in the Fotonic Sensor.

The output of this device is a low amplitude ac signal with

components at the frequency of the surface vibration. Being of low

amplitude, this signal is prone to contamination by noise from both

electromagnetic and optical sources. Optical noise results from,

among other things, the 60 Hz modulation of the ambient light in

the laboratory due to the fluorescent lamps. This optical noise

enters the system at its most vulnerable point, the tip of the fiber-

optic probe. To clean-up this signal, a Burr-Brown ac amplifier

raised the level of botn signal ead noise. A Krohnhite band-pass

filter then eliminated all frequencies below 2000 Hz and above 8000 Hz.

The filter output was displayed on an oscilloscope. As the plate

excitation frequency was slowly varied, the sine wave seen on the
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oscilloscope would change both in wavelength and in amplitude. As the

frequency approached a fundamental plate resonance, the amplitude of

the signal would usually increase significantly then decrease as the

excitation passed through this resonance. This would happen provided

that the probe and mirror were not located in a node of the particular

resonant mode. Thus, not all resonances could necessarily be observed

with the probe at one location, necessitating several runs in different

locations. A further complication arises at off-resonant frequencies.

Since the vibration at these frequencies is composed of the interaction

4of two or more fundamental modes, certain areas on the vibrating surface

will pass through a sharp increase in amplitude as excitation frequency

is varied, due solely to changes in these interactions. If the probe

was located in one of these areas, the oscilloscope trace would produce

a false indication of a resonant condition. A large number of these

false resonances would be recorded during each run. By a judicious

selection of probe locations, the fundamental resonances can often

be deduced from the large number of possibilities. For example, if one

is searching for a mode which has an even integer, e.g., (2, 3) or

(4, 2), there should have been no resonant condition recorded when the

probe was located directly in the center of the plate, and yet, at

this same frequency, high amplitudes should have been recorded for probe

locations slightly removed (an ipch or so) from the center. Thus, by

using knowledge of the node positions of expected resonances, many of

the false resonances could be eliminated.

By utilizing both the real-time and the fiber-optical tech-

niques, the complete frequency spectrum of fundamental plate resonances

was explored up to 6600 Hz. Above this frequency, the modal density
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is so large that hundreds of holograms must be taken at close intervals

to find just a few more classical resonances.

The primary resonances, i.e., the low order modes, were photo-

graphed. A few examples of these modes can be seen in figures 20 and

21. Figure 20, the (2, 3) mode, occurred at 2633 Hz, and figure 21,

the (4, 2) mode, was found at 2677 Hz. Figure 18, the (3, 3) mode

showr previously, was found at 3195 Hz. These fine examples are the

result of a large number of exposures with slight changes in excitation

frequency and amplitude at each resonance. Table 2 contains the modal

frequency information. In order to consolidate all of the mode number

and frequency information, figure 22 was drawn. In this graph, the

mode numbers are plotted as a function of the frequency of the resonant

mode (the abscissa) and the first modal identification number (the

ordinate). This number corresponds to the number of peaks and valleys

one would see if he viewed a horizontal section through the plate

vibrating in that mode. The curves on the graph represent those modes

with common second numbers. The second modal identification number

is associated with the vertical peaks and valleys at that resonance.

This family of curves can be extrapolated to indicate the approximate

frequencies at which other modes might be found. For example, if one

extrapolates the m - 3 curve, he would find that the (6, 3) mode should

occur at about 6000 Hz. Some modes exist over a broad frequency range;

an example is the (6, 1) where the same mode produced good holograms at

both 3880 Hz and at 4175 Hz. This broad resonance explains why the

(5, 2) mode was not found. The (5, 2) should have occurred at about

3750 Hz, but the stronger amplitude (6, 1) mode dominated that frequency A

region as well. Similarly, the (1, 4) mode could not be found at its
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TABLE 2

MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR A CLAMPED-EDGE
PLATE VIBRATING IN WATER AT 680F

Plate Parameters:

Material: 18-8 stainless steel
Dimensions: 6 inches wide by 9 inches long by

0.125 inch thick

Excitati ,n Method: water-coupled acoustic tones

Modal Designation: (n,m); (n) denotes the number of
antinodes along the 9-inch length;
(m) denotes the number of antinodes
along the 6-inch width

Mode Frequency
Identification in Hz

(1, 1) 500
4 (1, 2) 1100

(1, 3) 2300
(1, 5) 6000
(2, 1) 660
(2, 2) 1350
(2, 3) 2633
(2, 4) 4332
(3, 1) 1155

t1 (3, 2) 1945
(3, 3) 3195
(3, 4) 4997
(4, 1) 2038
(4, 2) 2677
(4, 3) 3961
(4, 4) 6190
(5, 1) 29C0
(5, 3) 5028
(6, 1) 3880-4175
(6, 2) 4890
7, 1) . 5555

Estimate of Accuracy: Approximately ±10 Hz
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expected 4000 Hz because of the strength of the (3, 3) and (6, 1) modes.

This region (4000 Hz) is one of 'he bands of high modal density. In

general, as frequency increases, so does modal density, thereby making

it more difficult to identify the classica'l resonant modes.

Figure 22 and table 2 actually apply for only a single water

temperature, 68*F. When ice was added to the aquarium to drop the

temperature, the frequencies of the classical modes increased an aver-

age of 30 Hz. A decrease in temperature causes an increase in the

plate's modulus of elasticity; i.e., the plate becomes stiffer.

Drucker (10) shows graphs of the modulus for several metals as a func-

tion of temperature. All the common materials have the same general

3shape, with steel increasing by 12(10 ) psi per Fahrenheit degree from

its nominal 30(10 6) psi value. This slight increase in modulus, inter-

acting with even smaller changes in density and Poisson's ratio, pro-

duces a slight increase in frequency for a given model resonance.

Table 3 shows the actual increase for five different modes. Considering

the accuracy limitation of about ±10 Hz (for this experiment) in deter-

mining the exact center frequency of the resonant modes, these shifts

can be considered to be quite uniform. It can be stated that an

increase in water temperature of 26 Fahrenheit degrees causes an

increase in modal resonant frequencies of about 30 Hz. Thus tempera-

ture changes can account for the 20 Hz increase observed at the water

tower. Apparently, the slight (1/50 of 1 percent) increase in water

density due to 100 feet of hydrostatic head affects the shift in modal

resonances by less than the accuracy limitation of ±10 Hz.
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TABLE 3
o.

SHIFT IN RESONANT FREQUENCIES DUE TO
CHANGES IN WATER TEMPERATURE

Mode Resonant Frequency (Hz) Deviation (Hz)
Identification 68°F 42"F Warm to Cold

(4, 2) 2677 2715 +38
(3, 3) 3195 3220 +25
(4, 3) 3961 2997 +36
(9, 1) 9021 9050 +29
(5% 5) 9219 9240 +21

D. Broad Spectrum Acoustic Measurement of the Radiating S rface

To complement the broad spectrum holographic investigation, a

similar acoustic investigation was undertaken at the NUSC/1L Dodge Pond

Field Station. Dodge Pond is equipped with the most up-to-date

machinery and instrumentation for the accurate determination of under-

water acoustic intensities and radiation patterns. This phase of the

study had the following specific goals:

1. verification of the acoustic patterns measured at the

water tower,

2. calibration of the LC-10 hydrophones used at the water

tower,

3. additional acouctic measurements to cover the entire fre-

quency band from 200-12,000 Hz.

Three large enclosed barges are permanently anchored in the

deepest portion (48 feet) at the 33-acre fresh-water pond. In normal

usage, the underwater projector is attached to the end of a 6-inch-

diameter stainless steel shaft and lowered into the water until the

projector ia about 20 feet below the surface. A Naval standard

hydrophone is lowered on aluminum pipe to the same depth and hori-

zontally displaced up to 30 feet from the projector. After calibration
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of the instrumentatio in either the continuous wave (CW) or the pulse

mode, the projector is slowly rotated about its vertical axis. The

resulting acoustic intensity seen by the hydrophone as a function of

rotatinn angle is recorded on standard polar charts. In order to

verify tte water tower contours, it was necessary to vary the hori-

zontal distance (Ah) between the projector (the sound box with its

radiati.g -,irface) and the receiving hydrophone (type H-23). Simul-

taneously, the depth of the receiving hydrophone (Ar) was changed as

a function of Ah in accordance with the table shown in Appendix A.

Since more accurate control of the hydrophone position relative to

the projector was available at Dodge Pond than was possible by dangling

a moving hydrophone through 100 feet of water at the water tower, more

contours (every 1/2 foot) were taken at Dodge Pond. Also, the lowest

contours could be measured at Dodge Pond but not at the water tower

because of the tripod and retrieving platform.

A problem arose as to how one could easily compare the 33

contours measured at Dodge Pond with the 15 contours obtained at the

water tower for the same excitatior level and frequency. The solution

employed was to stack all the contours of a set vertically in the

proper order of 8h (i.e., Ah - -8 feet on the bottom, Ah - +8 feet on

the top), and with all corresponding radials vertically aligned. The

individual polar plots were first glued to thin wooden sheets and then

cut along the recorded intensity line except for the backward-pointing

A1200 segment. These wooden contours were stacked with all contour

center points also in a vertical line. Figure 23 compares the montage

of the Dodge Pond contours with that assembled from the water tower

contours.



With this type of model, the simplest acoustic point source,

radiating equally in all directions, would appear as a squat vertical

cylinder. This interpretation can be explained as follows. Since

the sound intensity measured over any sphere about the simple source

would be constant everywhere, all contours would be identical and a

stack of these would form a cylinder. At first glance, it is evident

that the two models are quite similar in their broad forward-pointing

major lobes. This type of radiation is characteristic of monopole

sources. It is only in the fine detail associated with secondary lobe

structure that the Dodge Pond model (with more than twice as many

contours) differs significantly with that made from the contours

measured at the water tower. If one looks closely at the low points

of these secondary lobes on the Dodge Pond model and observes their

relative locations, one can, with some reservations, find these same

low points on the upper half of the water tower model. The lower half

of this latter model suffers from loss of contours and from the con-

tamination of the acoustic signal by interactions with the tripod and

the bottom of the water tower.

At the base of each model is a calibration graph denoting

acoustic intensity in decibels as a function of radial distance from

the center of the contour. All contours in a single model have

identical calibrations. To f3cilitate visual comparison, that band

of intensity from 60 dB to 70 dB//ibar was colored blue, and that

from 70 dB to 80 dB was colored red on each calibration sheet. The

horizontal and vertical beamwidth of each model can be determined

from the individual contours and knowledge of the test geometry given

in Appendix A. Kinsler and Frey (17), page 173, indicate that there is
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presently no established standard for measuring beamwidths. Intensity

ratios of 0.5 (down 3 dB), 0.25 (down 6 dB), and 01 (down 10 dB) are

mentioned. This dissertation will use the middle value. The horizontal

beamwidth for the Dodge Pond model (down 6 dB) is 92, whereas that of

the water tower model is 1200. The vertical beamwidths are identical,

93* for both models. The on-axis intensity level of both models is

also identical (+77 dB//lpbar). Considering the physical and temporal

constraints placed on the experimenter at the water tower, it is felt

that water tower contours are a close representation of the actual

three-dimensional pressure pattern produced by the plate vibrating at

9240 Hz with its attached sound box.

The LC-10 hydrophones used in the water tower experiment were

calibrated with the same 140 feet of cable that was used in that

experiment. The data hydrophone had a sensitivity of -ll4dB//lVrms/hbar

(i.e., 114 dB below 1 Vrms would be present at the end of the cable for

an acoustic pressure intensity of lpbar at 9240 Hz). The manufacturer's

calibration for this hydrophone with about 30 feet of cable was

-lO8dB//IVrms/pbar. The 6 dB loss in sensitivity due to the addi-

tional capacitance contained in 110 feet of cable is quite reasonable.

The manufacturer claims that hydrophone sensitivity is flat from 1000

Hz to 40,000 Hz. Radiation patterns made at Dodge Pond show the hydro-

phone to be omnidirectional ±0.5 dB at 9240 Hz in the horizontal plane.

The vertical plane pattern was influenced by the nearness of the 6-inch

shaft, but even so, the pattern showed omnidirectionality ±2 dB. The

reference LC-10 hydrophone was also calibrated, yielding similar

results. These tiny (a little longer than an inch) hydrophones pro-

vided excellent service throughout the experiment.
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To complement the broad spectrum holographic investigation

described in section III C, a correspondingly broad spectrum acoustic

investigation of the radiating surface was conducted. This study was

performed in two overlapping parts due to the inability of the SQS-23

transducer to generate sufficient acoustic pressures below 3000 Hz. A

Navy standard J-9 transducer was used to cover the region from 200-5000

Hz. The H-23 hydrophone was positioned 8 feet in front of the radiat-

ing surface at a depth of 20 feet. The excitation frequency was

automatically swept through the appropriate frequency band. The

received acoustic o'gnal strength was displayed as a function of fre-

quency on a strip-chart recorder. Figure 24 is a typical graph taken

under these conditions. A great dip in acoustic intensity is evident

at 1730 Hz with several smaller dips occurring at 850 Hz, 1260 Hz,

and 2300 Hz. Horizontal patterns at each of these dips revealed

monopole radiation, although the great dip was very surprising. The

horizontal pattern at this frequency showed that the sound box was

radiating 15 dB more from its back end than from its open front!

Analytical investigations (in section V) show this to be a result of

cancellation of the forward propagating wave, by reflections from the

material at the back of the box. Another surprising find was that the

normal-mode acoustic frequencies of the interior of the box did not

coincide with any of the predominant features in figure 24. These

puzzling observations led to further investigations using the same

sound box and transducer, but with the radiating surface and its heavy

clamping ring removed. Figure 24 is, in fact, the graph associated

with this condition. The only change in acoustic intensities between

these plate-on vs plate-off conditions was a sharpening of the dips



and a slight lowering of their frequencies due to the extra two inches

of length added by the heavy steel ring, when it was attached to

the box. The box-transducer combination completely dominated the

far-field acoustic pressurel

Similar results were obtained with the SQS-23 transducer in

the box. Figure 25 was obtained with thir ,mbination and with the

radiating surface attached. Several sbA~p dips and peaks are seen

following the gradual rise in frequency from 3000-4700 Hz. This same

rise is observed for the identical frequency band in figure 24, thus

tying the two graphs together. When the radiating surface was

removed, the graph intensity became much smoother (the same condition

seen b~iore) but the characteristic shape and level remained. Patterns

taken at the major dips and peaks showed general monopole radiation

similar to that observed at the lower frequencies, although the

front-to-back ratio increases (as expected) with increasing frequency.

Since the transducer-box combination was dominatfag the entire

frequency spectrum it only remained to demonstrate that all measure-

ments have been taken in the far-field condition. Figures 26 and 27

show the results of these tests taken at 7731 Hz (the big dip frequency,

and 9240 Hz (the water tower frequency). Theoretically, sound pressure

level should fall off at the rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance if

far-field spherical spreading is occurring. A line of this slope was

drawn on each graph, aligning the more dista it points. It can be seen

that at the nominal 8-foot measuring distance, far-field conditions

existed at both 1731 Hz and at 9240 Hz. We can assume it holds for all

frequencies between these limits, as the i-r-field condition is limited

by low frequencies in normal messurement environments. It is interesting

IT
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to noto that the far-field condition existed as close as 2 feet from

the radiating surface at 9240 Rz.

'-.

$
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IV. ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF THE ACOUSTIC
PATTERN USING A HOLOGRAPHHIC INPUT

A. Introductory Remarks

This section will detail the technique used to predict the

acoustic far-field radiation pattern of a complex vibrating surface by

utilizing displacement information available through interferometric

holography. The first item requiring attention is the conversion of

the holographic fringe data into actual displacement values. Having

done so, the classical technique employed by Morse (11) to predict the

acoustic pressure at an arbitrary point due to a finite-sized radiator

is modified to use this displacement data. An algorithm is developed

and programmed on the UNIVAC 1108 computer to yield results directly

tomparable to the acoustic measurements made at Dodge Pond and at the

water tower. Finally, these analytical predictions are compared with

the actual measured patterns.

B. Converting the Holographic Data into Displacement

Figure 9, the hologram of the (5, 5) mode obtained at the

water tower, will serve as the input data for the analysis in this

section. As was explained in section II, this hologram shows the peak

local displacement over the plate. Where the plate was cemented to

the stiff backing ring, the hologram is solid white with no fringes

and, therefore as expected, no motion occurred in these areas. Simi-

lar "node" or no motion areas can be found on the vibrating surface

itself, usually at the intersection of four adjacent "antinodes" which
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correspond to mountains on a topographic map. As was also explained

previously, for any particular instant of time, the motions of each

antinode in any contiguous pair must be in opposite directions; i.e.,
one must be "going out" while the other is "going in." The task at

hand is to reduce this two-dimensional photograph into a series of

numbers that will describe this peak displacement everywhere on the

radiating surface.

The first consideration is that of accuracy. It is obvious

that the local displacement cannot be measured any closer than the

degree to which the fringes can be resolved. The maximum number of

dark fringes that can be discerned in this hologram for any single

antinode is 7. Two adjacent antinodes could range in numbers from

+7 to -7 dark fringes. These dark fringes correspond to destructive

2 interference; the bright fringes between them correspond to con-

structive interference. For any particular spot on the hologram, the

only definite conclusion which can be reached is that this spot had an

amplitude of so many black and white fringes above or below the node

or base-plane. If we count the dark fringes as whole numbers and the

bright fringes between them as halves, then our accuracy limitation is

1/2 the displacement between two adjacent dark fringes. With this

limitation in mind, the hologram was divided into a grid work of

small squares, the width of each square corresponding to 1/2 the

distance between the two closest dark fringes on the hologram. The

end result was a division of the 6-inch by 9-inch radiating surface

into 47 rows and 67 columns for a total of 3149 individual blocks.

Before an actual value could be given for the local displace-

ment of each of these blocks, an arbitrary decision whs required
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regarding the relative phase, i.e., the "in-going" or "out-going"

direction, of each antinode. By assuming that the top left antinode

was "going out" at our particular measurement instant, and calling

this phase "+," all other antinodes were assigned + or - designations.

The second antinode from the left on the top row at this same time

must have been "going in," i.e., its phase is "-," because it was

contiguous to the arbitrary reference antinode. Similarly, the left-

most antinode in the second row must have a "-" phase because of its

position adjacent to the reference antinode. In like fashion, all

antinodes were labeled alternately + and -.

To aid in digitizing the holographic data, a thin sheet of

plexiglass was used as a screeu. The glass was scored to form the

desired gridlines and then taped to a 16-inch by 20-inch photographic

• enlargement of the central portion of figure 9. The taped edges of

the screen were marked to indicate the row and column numbers of the

hologram.

The slow process of "reading" the hologram began. A value of

+ or - some integer number of dark fringes was assigned to each block

on the screen which was over a predominately black area of the holo-

gram. If the hologram under the block on the screen was predominately

white, a value of 1/2 more than the lowest order dark fringe adjacent

to that block was assigned. Nodal positions were recorded as "0."

An example of the data listed for the start of row 5 will serve to

illustrate this technique. Row 5 passes through the maximum points of

the top row of five antinodes. The data starting from the left are as

follows:
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columnI l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 j11
data 0O 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4 - .

As can be seen, the local displacement had 0 value at the edge and

steadily rose to a broad peak spanning columns 8 through 10. The

remaining 56 columns of data in this row show the decline to a node and

then the beginning of a negative phase of increasing magnitude with a

negative peak between columns 21 and 22. Within the 67 columns of

data, the values went from + to - to + to - to +, thereby indicating

the relative phase and amplitude of the local displacement across the

plate at row 5. To minimize the possibility of error in the designa-

tion of the fringe number for any particular square, the data were

first tape-recorded to allow the writer to keep his hands and eyes

continuously affixed onto the hologram. The tape recorded data, with

frequent column identification checks, were then listed on a standard

80-column FORTRAN coding sheet during replay of the recording. The

slowly changing rise and fall of the data was closely watched to

further assure that no errors in phase notation occurred. These

co4ing sheets, containing 25 rows of 80 columns, are filled out by

the computer user with either FORTRAN programming information or data.

The professional key-punch operators type a standard 80-column punched

card for each row on the coding sheet. Allowing a clear space between

adjacevc data on a single row on the coding sheet and the subsequent

computer card, a maximum of 17 columns of data were recorded per card. V.

Four consecutive cards of 17, 17, 17, and 16 data items respectively,

constituted one row of holographic data (67 columns). The complete

data for row 5 are presented in Appendix B. A 3-digit identification
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number was punched into the last columns of each card to aid in deck

sorting should the cards become misarranged for any reason.

Powell and Stetson (12) provided the mathematical equation

used for converting fringe numbers into actual displacement values.

For the case of sinusoidal vibration,

n Y1) J02E-. (cos 01 + cos 02).

0m(Xo, Yo) ] . (Xl, Y4) ,

where

I(XV n Y1) - image intensity of the n'th fringe of the

hologram

I st (X , Y1) image intensity of the stationary object

J [a] = zero order Bessel function

a wavelength of laser light in the media

01 and 02 angles associated with the experimental setup

m(Xo, YO) - the dynamic displacement at the point of interest.

Horvath and Wallach (13) indicate the important portion of this formula

is the argument of the Bessel function:

T~ (cos 01 + cos 02) m(XO, YO).(2

When this argument is one of the roots of the zero order Bessel function

squared, a dark fringe will be produced, i.e., eqjation (11) equals

zero. Figure e8 shows the roots of J0 2[] to be identical to thoae

of JOa]; thus a definite displacement m(Xo, YO) is associated
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with each root of the Bessel function. By tabulating these roots and

knowing the values of X, e1, and 02' the displacement associated with

each fringe number can be determined. The first dark fringe corre-

sponds to the first root; the second dark fringe to the second root;

etc. The bright fringes between the dark fringes are associated with

the magnitudes and arguments of the maximum values between successive

roots of J0
2 [0]. These peaks arc always exactly between two adja-

cent roots, Since the displacement associated with a bright fringe

lies midway between the displacements of the two adjacent dark

fringes, they need not be considered at this time.

Shortley and Williams (14) define the relative index of

refraction of water to air (IWA) as

WA0 _ (13)
WAw

where w A speed of light in air

cWw speed of light in water.

On page 380, they list the classical relationship between wavespeed

and wavelength as

c-fA , (14)

where

f - wavefrequency

X wavPlength.

Substituting equation (14) into equation (13), we obtain

~'4
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f A A

A A A A (15)

The wavelength in water (XW) is equal to the wavelength in air

divided by the relative index at refraction:

A

X A (16)
W 'WA

The value of IWA for fresh water at 20*C (the conditions tt the water

tower) can be found in the "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" (15) as

1.33299. Since the laser wavelength in air is known to be 0.5145(0
-3)

cm, the wavelength in water is

0.5145(10-) - 0.3860(10- 3) cm. (17)W " 1.33299

The angles a and in equation (12) correspond to angles

of deviation from the perpendicular to the photographic plate for the

object beam and the reference beam, respectively. Both of these angles

were equal to 0 at the water tower. Using the above parameters in

equation (12) and setting this expression equal to 2.405, the first

root of the zero ordar Bessel function (as listed by Watson (16)), we

obtain the displacement m(X0, Y0 ) for the first dark fringe:

21(cos + cos $) m(Xo, YO) - 2.405 (18)
W

0.386(0) (1 + 1) m(X 0 , Y0 ) = 2.405 (19)

M(Xo, YO) - 7.39(10-5) cm (20)
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m(Xo,Y O) f 29.1(10- 6) inches (21)

The same technique can be used to obtain the displacement

values of all the other dark fringes of interest. Table 4 shows these

displacements and the root of the Bessel function associated with them.

The displacement value of the first dark fringe is 29.1 micro inches

-66
(73.9 (10-6)cm). The displacement of each successive dark fringe is

37.9 microinches (96.2(10 )cm) added to the value associated with the

preceding fringe. The average displacement for the first five dark

fringes is 36.1 microinches (91.7(10-6 )cm) per fringe. Figure 29 is a

graph of displacement versus dark fringe number. The high linear car-

relation stems from the nearly periodic behavior of the roots of the

zero order Bessel function, if the zeroth root is ignored. A non-

linear equation that related displacement in cm directly to dark fringe

numbers was fitted to the data on this graph, and to an identical

graph for negative fringe numbers:

- (.09615(N)T.02265](10-3 ) cm, (22)

where -local displacement in cm

N * a positive or negative dark fringe number, i.e.,

N * ± 1,2,3...

N# 0

The minus sign is to be used with positive fringe numbers and the

positive sign with negative fringe numbers.

Equation (22) was developed in a manner which minimizes the

error within the fringe band of interest. The displacement error was

kept at or below 5(10-7 ) cm for dark fringe values up to the fifth

fringe. This is two orders of magnitude less than the displacement at
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the first fringe and about three orders of magnitude less than that of

the fifth fringe! At the seventh fringe, this accuracy is only 1/2 as

good as for the first five fringes. Since the first five fringes

account for an estimated 99% of all the data taken from the (5, 5)

hologram, the accuracy of the lincar relationship is certainly ample.

This non-linear er.uation also holds true for the bright fringe

values if they are indicated as being a certain number of dark fringes

above the base-plane plus (0.5). For example, the third bright fringe A
would be denoted by (N - 3.5). For all fringes of negative phase, a

minus sign wiJ proceed the fringe number (e.g., N - -3.5). The

displacement value of the negative fringe numbers can be computed

using the non-linear relationship with a change in the sign of the

constant offset value (0.02265).

TABLE 4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DARK FRINGE NUMBER, ROOT OF THE
BESSEL FUNCTION, AND DISPLACEMENT

Dark Fringe -3
Number Root Displacement (10cm)

1 2.405 0.0739
2 5.520 0.1695
3 8.654 0.2658i4 4 11.792 0.3622
5 14.931 0.4586
6 18.071 0.5551
7 21.212 0.6516
8 24.352 0.7480
9 27.493 0.8445

10 30.635 0.9410
11 33.776 1.0375
12 36.917 1.1340
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C. Predicting the Acoustic Pressure at an Arbitrary Point in the Far

Field

The method used to predict the acoustic pressure due to the

vibrating surface follows the classical technique employed by Horse

(11) in the prediction of the radiation from a round piston in a plane

wall. Figure 30 illustrates the geometry utilized in his approach.

orse assumed the flat piston surface to be vibrating sinusoidally in

time along the axis of the piston. He considered each element of

surface area oa the piston to be a simple source of sound. The acous-

tic pressure at any point in the far field was the sum of the pressures

from each separate element. The summation was accomplished through a

two-step integration over the disk-shaped radiating surface. The

resulting integral has the form of the first order Bessel function,

J1 (X), giving the total pressure at the arbitrary point as

pik(r-ct) [2J1(ka sin 0)

0 r (ka sin 7) (3

where

p = total acoustic pressure at point P

i

f - frequency of piston vibration

p - density of the medium in the far field

U0 - ma'ximum piston velocity

a - piston radius

k - wavenumber 2 /

- acoustic wravelength = c/f

c - speed of sound in the medium
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r a distance from piston center to point P

t a time

JO() a first-order Bessel function

a angle of P from the piston axis (see figure 30).

The expression in brackets, [- , is called the

"directivity function" of the piston by Kinsler and Frey (17). At

points along the axis of the piston the angle (O) is zero, (ka sin t9)

is 7ero, and the directivity function is unity. Kinsler and Frey

plotted this directivity function against the argument (X). The shape

of the resulting curve is similar to that of the zero-order Bessel

function, J0 [a), in figure 28: i.e., unity at zero, nearly unity

until X is about w/2 , and eventually going through zero at 1.2w

For fractional values of (X), they propose the following relationship:

f2j (x)l X 2[ -X-- 1 - (24)

Although Morse assumed each element of area to be a simple source, we

shall consider each block on our hologram to be a flat-topped piston,

to guarantee the accuracy of our computations. Equation (23) is the

base from which the acoustic pressure in %he far field due to a single

holograph block radiator will be computed. Since these radiators are

square-shaped rather than round, a modification must be made to

equation (23). Because we have assumed the surface of the block is

moving uniformly at a constant sinuaoidal velocity, we can also assume

the only effect on the far-field near-axis pressure will be a slight

increase in intensity due to increased radiating surface area. If
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(a) is the radius of a disk enclosed in a square block, (ra2) is the

area of that disk while (4 a2) is the area of the enclosing block.

Thus, an increase of (4/w) can be expected for the additional radiating

area.

On page 328, Morse (11) explains the effect of the large baffle

is to double the acoustic pressure in the far field from that which

would be present if no baffle existed. To have this doubling effect,

the baffle muist be several wavelengths long in each direction. Since

the front of the radiating box had dimensions of 2.06X by 1.58A (i.e.,

13 inches by 10 inches, respectively) the baffle condition can hardly

be assumed to exist. Thus, equation (23) will be further modified by a

factor of (1/2) to account for the absence of baffling.

The increased area correction factor was based upon near-axis

* pressures. It will now be shown that, because of the small size of

the individual radiating blocks, the entire directivity function can

be ignored; i.e., the blocks radiate equally in all directions.

The argument of the Bessel function in equation (23) is

(ka sin 0 ). This argument has a minimum value of zero when(o)equals

90°.

2r 27 2nf
k X c/f c

k 2(3.1416)(9240) 1/sec 39.2 1
(1481 m/sec) 9. (26)5

The value 1481 m/sec is taken from Kinsler and Frey (17),
p. 503, fresh water, 20*C.

4
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k - 39.2 .3048 m - 11.95 (27)
~,~ -Ft4 ft

The radCus of the raclosed circular pistor. (a) within one

holographic block was determined by measurements on the photographic

enlargement of the central portion of figure 9. There were 81 blocks

between the centers uf the two bolt heads on the ends of the three-

bolt row holding the top of the riig to the box. Since this distance

was known to L! exactly 11 inches and since the width of each block is

(2a), then

81 (2a) 11 in 
(28)

a -0.0679 in(!, t 0.00566 ft. (29)

Therefore,

ka - (11.95 f) (0.00566 ft) - 0.068. (30)

The argument of the Bessel fuiction in equation (23) goes from a mini-

mum of zero to a maximum of (0.068). By -t9e of the truncated series

approximation (valid for small values of tne argument) shown in

equation (24), the directivity function for (ka) is

I1)2 (0'060 2 0.9994. (31)8 1 a

The directivity iunction vries between unity and 0.9994 for

all ang',es of(O); thus, each block radiates ou.ni ... r -"ctloiliy.

6The value 0.2'J48 mift is taken from Beranek ,o), p. 4b5.
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Combining this last conclusion with the modifications for

iucreased area and lack of baffling, equation (23) reduces to

4 (2):i( ( ( iPNa2 () ik (r- c t )

p -f'ifp ~2 ' e (32)

p -i(2fpa2)3 O (I) -  (33)

We now modify the equation to enable the use of the holographic 9

displacement data. For the case of steady-state sinuscidal viL*ation,

o ,(34)7

where

to - peak displacement

o - peak velocity

i -

= angular frequency = 2wf.

Thcre fore,

P0- iW to= i(27fo . (35)

Subetituting equation (35) into equation (33), we obtain

p =- 4..ffpa-i, 0 (1 eikrcJ(6

Equation (36) expresses the acoustic pressure at point P as a

function of time (t). For the determination of acoustic pressure

7Beranek (6), p. 39.
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patterns we are interested in the time average of this pressure.

Equation (36) will be modified accordingly.

Since A

Ae m (A cos4 + iA sin ), (37) 8

eik(rct) = cos [k(r-ct)] + t sin [k(r-ct)]. (38)

The exponential form is used only for mathematical convenience.
9

In the real world we need consider only the real part of equation (38).

Re[e i ] = cos (a) (39)

Reje ik(r-ct) I cos [k(r-ct)]. (40)

Since
27r

- , (41)

k(r-ct) (r-ct) (42)

k(r-ct) - 2T - s t). (43)

And because

X c (44)

k(r-ct) 2 2 - ft) (45)

Then

Re[e i k (r- c t )  cos[2n - ft)] . (46)

8Morse (11), p. 8

9Morse (11), p. 9
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Because we are not interested in the rapid (9240 oscillations

per second) changes in (p) due to time, we can ignore this (ft)

perturbation in equation (46).

<~ ik(r-ct)I>(7

where

< X > time average of (X).

Substituting the result of equation (47) into equation (36),

we obtain

Equation (48) relates the time-averaged acoustic pressure at

any arbitrary point (due to the vibration of a single block on the

hologram) to the peak displacement of the block, as a function of the

distance between the point and the block, the frequency of the vibra-

tion, the size of the block, and the density of the fluid medium.

This equation is valid for any consistent set of units.

D. Development of the Algorithm

As was mentioned in the opening remarks of this section, the

algorithm was developed to yield results which are directly comparable

to the acoustic patterns measured at both Dodge Pond and the water

tower. As a first attemrr, the NUSC/NL UNIVAC 1108 computer was

programmed to predict the acoustic pressure on the seventeen 1-foot-

spaced contours of the 8-foot measurement sphere, detailed in

Appendix A, similar to those obtained at the water tower. The choice

of 17 contours p-oved adequate for the conclusions to be drawn from
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this analysis. The acoustic pressure was computed at 36 points,

spaced 100 apart, on each contour. The total number of points computed

(612) consumed over 12 minutes of computer time when performed in

floating-point arithmetic, and over 35 minutes when computed in

double precision! Before delving into the more complicated details

of the program, a brief overview of the chain of computations will be

given.

For any given point on any given contour, it was necessary to

compute the total acoustic pressure at that point. This total pressure

(0) is the vector sum of 3149 partial pressures. Each of these partial

pressure vectors (d) was computed using the displacement value of one

of the 3149 blocks on the hologram of the radiating surface. Both the

magnitude and relative phase (either "+" or "-") of this displacement

O ) were stored in the computer memory in terms of fringe numbers.

This later value was converted to displacement in centimeters by means

of the equation (22) developed in section IV B. The partial acoustic

pressure at the given point due to the single radiating block was

computed using equation (48) of the preceding subsection. This equa-

tion utilizes the distance between the block and the point (r) in two

separate places. This distance changed for each block at each point

and, therefore, needed to be computed 3149 times for each point on a

contour. With the exception of the displacement (O) and the distance

(r), all the remaining terms in equation (48) were constant throughout

the analysis.

There were few analytical shortcuts which could be utilized

in tLis lengthy computation. As a result, a standard flow chart of

the program would reduce Lo a single long column of boxes showing 4
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nested "DO LOOPS." To simplify matters, the program format will be

listed below without the use of boxes and arrows. The "DO LOOPS"

will, however, be indicated by "return" statements.

1. Start.

2. Read in the necessary physical constants such as frequency,

speed of sound, distance between contours, etc.

3. Read in the holographic fringe data by rows (47 tows of 67

data points).

4. Compute the patterns for 17 evenly spaced contours,

(J - 1 to 17).

5. Compute the total pressure for 36 points (every 10*) on

Lhe contour, (H - 1 to 36).

6. Select every row of the hologram, (K - i to 47).

7. Select every radiating block on the row, (L - 1 to 67).

8. Calculate the displacement in centimeters of the block

from the holographic fringe data.

9. Compute the distance between the block on the radiating

surface and the measurement point.

10. Compute the acoustic pressure at the point due to the

radiating block.

11. Resolve this acoustic vector into its three Cartesian

components.

12. Sum the resolved vector with the sum of the previous

vector components.

13. Return to 7.

14. Return to 6.
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15. Convert the three components of the total pressure at the

point into a single vector.

16. Convert this linear vector into its decibel equivalent

(referenced to I pbar).

17. Print out this logarithmic value.

18. Return to 5.

19. Return to 4.

20. Stop.

Appendix C contains a listing of the FORTRAN IV program used

on the UNIVAC 1108 computer. To speed up the processing, a few modifi-

cations were made to the straight line flow diagram simulated above.

Since the contours at the very top and at the very bottom o7 the

sphere are actually single-point measurements, that 1 point was

computed, and the remaining 35 identical points on those contours

were by-passed. Also, if the value of the displacement of a block was

zero, theft block could contribute no energy to the total pressure

vector; thus all further calculations on that particular block were

skipped. The only remaining todification was to compute the multipli-

cation of the constant terms in equation (48) only once for the

analysis.

Figure 31 illustrates the location of a selected measurement

point P(X, Yp, Zp ) with respect to a typical radiating block

Q(XQ - 0, fLI ZQ). The first task at hand is to identify these two

points in three-dimensional space. The height of point (P) above the

equator of the measurement sphere was constrained to be an integral

number of feet determined by the value of the ' DO" variable (N) in

step 4.
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Yp = N.B , (49)

where

B - contour spacing interval in inches.

It is also known that the distance from the center of the

vibrating plate to the measurement point (R) must be exactly 8 feet.

Figure 31 shows this distance as a vector (R). The vector can be

resolved into two components: one lying within the Cartesian (X, Z)

plar- (R'), and the other in the (Y, Z) plane (R").

It is evident in figure 31 that (R") is equal to (Yp), which

was computed in equati;.on (49). (R') can now be computed:

R' = V(R)' - (50)

R' (in inches) - /9216 - (N.B)z , (51)

where

B a contour spacing in inches.

When pattern measurements were made at both Dodge Pond and the

water tower, the starting peint was taken in the direction of the back

of the box. Thl- was done purposely to allow uninterrupted recording

of the acoustic pattern as the hydrophone passed in front of the

radiating surface. For this reason, the angle of the measurement

point with respect to the radiating surface (0) was taken to be zero

in the negative (X) direction. This implies (0 - 180*) directly in

front at the box. This angle (0) is easily calculated from the 'DO"

variable (H) in atep 5.

0 (in radians) -1.100) "'7 radiansSin radia) - ( ) (52)
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Having obtained (0), we can resolve the vector (a') into its

two Cartesian components (Xp) and (Zp) :

XP - R' cos (9- v) (53)

Zp = R' sin (0 - ) , (54)

where

and Zp the remaining Cartesian coordinates at point P

in inches.

Since the radiating surface lies with the (Y, Z) plane, (X is

zero. The other Cartesian coordinates of the individual radiating

block (YQ) and (ZQ) are calculated from the "DO" vatiablei (K) and L)

in steps 6 and 7, respectively.

YQ a(24 - K)'COR (55)

ZQ = (34 - L).COR (56)

where

YQ and ZQ a the coordinates of the radiating block Q in inches.

COR - hologram CORrection factor (11 inches/81 blocks).

NOTE: Since the center of the plate was taken as the origin

of the coordinate system, and since the "DO" variables (K) and (L)

range from (I to 47) and (I to 67), respectively, (Y Q) and (Z Q) will

take on negative values depending upon the location of the particular

block being studied.

Now that the Cartesian coordinates at the measurement point

(P) and the radiating block (Q) are known, we can compute the exact

distance between them (R) in inches:
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1/2

R [(X)2 + (Y Yp YQ)2 + (Z - zQ)2J (57)

Figure 32 indicates the position of the vector (R) in three-

dimensional space. In order to determine the two polar angles (y) and

( ) which define the direction of (R), it was necessary to resolve (R)

into two components, (RI) and (R"). The component in the (X, Z) plane

R'), is calculated from the geometry as

1/2
S(XP) p QJ . (58)

Having computed both (R) and CR') in equations (57) and (58),

respectively, we can now calculate the two polar angles (y) and (v).

, sin-l[ .Y P  (59)R J5)

3 sinfl±p- q] (60)anlIPR1"Q (60)

These polar angles will be used to resolve the acoustic

pressure vector (do) at point P due to a single radiating block into

its three Cartesian components, (do ), (do ), and (do' ).x Y z

Equation (48) relating the acoustic pressure at an arbitrary

point to the displacement of a single vibrating block contains a

string of five terms which are constant throughout the analysis. This

chain multLplication will be computed only oncr 'rd defined as the

constant "AMP."

AMP = 4lfpa2 , (61)
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frequency in kHz (f), piston radius (a) in terms of COR, and water

density (p), were left as separately changeable constants. Once set

at the start of the program, the above value of AMP would be calculated

72
by using a factor of 2.032 (10 ) gm/cm.sec2 times the same values of

(f), (p), and COR.

Equation (48) contains a term which indicates the number of

wavelengths (X) over which the partial acoustic pressure (do) had to

travel in order to reach the measurement point P. This term,

cos [2n(.!:)] ,(66)

has a value ranging from (-1) to (+1) depending on the value of the

argument. This full range of values is covered for each integral

number of wavelengths traveled. Thus, the only important portion is

the megnitude of the last partial wavelength traveled. In effect, we

cai subtract the integral number from the quantity (r/A) and obtain

the same final value by using the fractional portion only. This

technique was used to simplify the study of the effect of the term in

expression (66) during the verification phase of the programming.

Subtraction of the integer value of the quantity (r/A) was most easily

accomplished utilizing congruent arithmetic.

a - Modulo 1r/A),l.]. (67)

The term (a) in equation (67) will thus be calculated to be the

fractional portion of the quantity (r/X).

Since all of the constants and variables in equation (48) have

now been computed, it only remains to calculate the value of (dO)

through:
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d~ A~Qr) cos 2r-od[r/411 1 (8

This partial acoustic pressure (d) at point P is a true

vector ha¢ing magnitude and direction. Its magnitude is computed

in equation (68). Its direction is identical to that of the vector

(R) shown in figure 32. The vector (Ad) can now be resolved into its

three Cartesian components, (dox), (d4y), and (dd.z), using the pre-

viously computed angles of (y) and (i) Figure 33 illustrates this

decomposition.

dy dO sin Y (69)

d$' dO cos y (70)

dx - W cos p (71)

dOZ - d4" sin * (72)

The algorithm computes these components for each (dO) and sums

these contributions separately. The total pressure (4p) at point P due

to all 3149 blocks is determined from

r 3149 1/2[ dox) 2 + d0y) 0ij(73)

Officer, (7) on page 29, lists the following equation for j
converting linear values of pressure (p) into their lograithmic 

equiv-

alent in decibels:

Intensity (dB) - 20 log (74)
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where

PO is any arbitrary reference pressure.

In tmderwater acoustics it is customary to let

po " llibar. (75)

Thus,

Intensity 20 loglo p (76)

dB//lpbar

The final value calculated in the algorithm ic

P1IDB * 20 logo(1) , (77)

where

YHIIDB - acoustic intensity level at point P due to the entire

radiating surface, in decibels referenced to lpbar.

E. Comparison of the Predicted and Measured Patte-ns

The acoustic pressure patterns of the seventeen 1-foot-spsced

contours on the 8-foot measurement sphere, as computed using the

algorithm developed in the preceding subsection, were glued to thin

iuooden sheets and a model was constructed similar to those made for

the Dodge Pond and water tower measurements. This model can be

observed in two view3 in figure 34, entitled "Holograe." When one

compares the Hologram model to the Dodge Pond and Water Tower models

shown in figure 23, it is immediately obvious that the predicted

patterns bear no resemblance to the measured patternsl The measured
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patterns are typical of monopole 4coustic radiators: one large lobe

of energy in the forward direction. The predicted patterns show a

null or low point of acoustic intensity near the on-axis direction.

The change from contour to contour is definite but in a smoothly

varying manner. This latter fact indicates a deliberate rather than

arbitrary change is occurring irom pattern to pattern. The grotesque

shape exhibited by this model can not easily be explained by combina-

tions of simple acoustic sources. Indeed, the one-sidedness of the

model bears no correlation to the fine symmetry indicated by figure 9,

the (5, 5) mode from which this model was predictedl

An explanation as to why the predicted result differed vastly

from the measured patterns will be presented in the next section.
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V. WHY AN OPTICAL HOLOGRAM WAS INSUFFICIENT
FOR FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC PREDICTION

A. Monopole Patterns at Dodge Pond

The first indication that something was amiss in this experi-

ment occurred during the Dodge Pond broad-band acoustic measurement

pbase reported in section III D. Although the (5, 5) mode patterns

(9240 Hz) measured at the water tower agreed very well with those

measured at Dodge Pond, the broad-band testing from 200 to 12,000 Hz

showed monopole-type radiation at all frequencies. It had been

expected that certain frequencies such as the (1, 2) mode at 1100 Hz

and the (2, 1) mode at 660 lz should produce dipole radiation patterns.

They did not. Furthermore, it was expected that certain modes such

as the (4, 2) at 2715 Hz (42*F) should produce patterns characteristic

of quadripole radiation. This did not happen either. Extensive

duplication of testing and calibration of the instrumentation proved

that onopole radiation was occurring at all frequencies!

The on-axis acoustic pressure as measured 8 feet in front of

the radiating surface is shown in figures 24 and 25 for the frequency

band of 300 through 12,000 Hz. When the large acoustic pressure dip

at 1731 Hz in figure 24 was observed, it was assumed that this was

the null point for either a dipole or quadripole radiator. Patterns

at this frequency were very disturbing because they still exhibited

monopole-type radiation although the back of the box was radiating

15 dB more pressure than its open front! A possible explanation of

this phenomenon will now be presented.
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Figure 35 illustrates the complex constructioa of the soundbox

and its thin radiating front plate. The plate was excited by the

water in the box which was being insonified by the rather large

AN/SQS-23 transducer element. The exact position of the transducer is

not known but, after-the-fact measurements of the transducer length

place it close to 13 inches from the rear wall of the box. This

distance is referred to as ('back) in figure 35.

The SQS-23 element is a broad-band tuned-circuit device. It

has a relatively flat (±2 dB) response from 3900 through 10,500 Hz.

When this transducer was placed within the sound box, its frequency

response, figure 25, was Litered by the acoustical resonant modes of

the transducer-box combination. The peaks in figure 25 are indications

of a resonance or amplification within this system. The deep valleys

are indications of sharp antiresonant conditions. It can be roughly

stated that the average value seen in figure 25 between 4000 and 10,000

H& is very close to the response measured with the transducer alone.

The sharp roll-off with decreasing frequency below 4000 Hz is a result

of the tuned circuit within the transducer element. In order to study

the acoustics of this system below 4000 Hz it was necessary to change

to the Navy standard J-9 transducer. This transducer is of cylindri-

cal shape, 13 inches long, with its cable penetration coming out of

the side rather than the end. Thus, the diagram shown in figure 35

holds for the J-9 transducer as well as for the SQS-23 element.

The J-9 transducer has a very flat response (+1 dB) from 300

to 3000 Hz. Above 3000 Hz its response raises a few dB up through

6000 lz. The combination of the J-9 with the SQS-23 completely covers

the frequency band of interest. Figure 24 has a couple of small
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resonant peaks but the effect of those is almost insigidficant

compared to the large antiresonence evident at 1731 Hz. If the sound-

box were constructecl of a single comon material and if the acoustic

impedance of this matdI. iwn water at 1731 Hz were known, and,

furthermore, if the cavity were large with respect to the transducer,

and the wail thickness was at least a significant portion of a wave-

length; then, we could calculate at what frequency this antiresonance

should occur. As one can presuppose, this is not the case with the

box-transducer system shown in figure 35. The best that we can do is

work backward from the known antirisonance frequency (1731 Hz), the

dimension (back I, and the speed at sound (c - 1481 m/sec), and

calculate the acoustical characteristic which the composite material

(loam, steel, damping tile) appears to exhibit in this situation.

Using equations and constants previously introduced in

section IV, we can determine the acoustic wavelength at 1731 lz.

1481 =sac
A c. e 0.8556. (78)'~~~ ' =T'1731 s=

A- in6n3 . ) 37il 33.68 in. (79)

Acoustic energy leaves the face of the transducer shown in

figure 35 and some of this energy propagates backwards into the box.

After undergoing a phase change due to travel over the distance

(lback) the energy impinges on the rear wall of the box. There it

undergoes another phase change associated with the type of reflecting

surface, and again travels caer the distance (1 ak) to arrive at the

face of the transducer. In the first antiresonant condition, this

-
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reflected energy will be exactly 180° out of phase with the radiated

energy at the face of the transducer, thereby significantly reducing

the acoustic radiation in the forward direction. We know all of the

necessary parameters of the box-transducer system except for the

s apparent acoustical impedance presented by the rear wall. We can,

however, solve for the phase angle associated with the reflection

from the composite surface.

13 in 0.3860 X (80)' ~~~'ack =  3n.3. .

at 1731 Hz

0.3860A(2) 138.90 (81)I

2('back in deg) + ZR 1800 (82)

where

-= Angle of the Reflection coefficient.

2(138.90)+ /_R - 1800 (83)

/R 180' - 277.9* (84)

KR -97.9' • (85)

This reflectioa angle appears to be a realistic number if one

considers that (/R) for reflection from an infinitely solid surface

is (0') (thereby causing pressure doubling at this surface), and for

reflection from a perfect vacut, it is (-180). Stephens and Date (19)

show this angle to be the phase lag of the reflected wavu compared to

the incident pressure wave. Since (L) must lie between (0') and

(-180*), the calculated angle of (-97.9*), being approximately half-way

i.~'
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between these extremes, is quite reasonable. Moreover, since this

angle is not (0*) or (180*), then some energy absorption and/or trans-

mission must have taken place within the material. The 1-inch-thick

layer of viscoelastic dampin& tile can easily account for any apparent

absorption of energy.

The other antiresonant conditions and, indeed, the resonances

also, could be predicted if one only new the apparent acoustical

impedance of this composite layer which, most certainly, will vary

with frequency. The gathering of such data would require extensive

laboratory testing, time, and expense. In the end, such knowledge

would not contribute to the basic premise of this dissertation, i.e.,

to determine if an optical hologram is sufficient for far-field

acoustic prediction.

Returning to the main theme of this section, it may be said

that acoustic patterns were made at #t least a dozen frequencies

within the range of 300 to 12,000 Hz. A11 of these patterns e-hibited

monopole radiation. The patterns at the lower frequencies approached

omnidirectInality while those at the higher frequencies had as much

as 30 dB front-to-back directionality. In essence, the transducer-box

system behaved exactly like a closed-end organ pipe throughout the

broad frequency range.

B. Eauivalent Plane Wave Motion

In trying to assess why the patterns generated from the holo- N1

graphic input bore no resemblance to those actually measured, it was

convenient to start in an area where everything was well defined and

measured, i.e., the far field. in the far field, the relationships
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between acoustic pressure, sound velocity, particle displacements,

etc., are well established. Since we had measured the far-field

pressures, and subsequently calibrated the hydrophones, we could

determine the absolute acoustic pressure in the water within the

o ccuracy of our hydrophone calibration (±i d0).

The on-axis acoustic pressure level (L) at 9240 Hz, measured

at 8 feet in the water tower was 38 dB on the polar recorder. The

Ithaco gain (G1) had been set at +30 dB. Using equation (9) from

section II C we can calculate the voltage on the cable (Vc).

V C +G L- 45 dB (86)

VC + 30 dB a 38 dB - 45 dB (87)

vc  (38- 45 - 30) dB (88)

v c  -37 dB//lVrms (89)

The voltage sensitivity of the LC-10 hydrophone which made

this measurement was determined at Dodge Pond to be -114dB//lVrms/bar.

(In an acoustic pressure field of strength 1 pbar, this hydrophone will

produce R voltage of 114 dB below 1 Vrms.) This hydrophone calibra-

tion data agrees well with that sent by the manufacturer

(-108 dB/I1V/iPbar) when one considers that tho factor calibration

included 30 iteet of cable whereas the Dodge Pond calibration included

the entire 140 feet of cable used at the water tower. The hydrophone

Aendtivity is flat (±1 dB) from 1 kHz through 40 kHz. The difference

between the hydrophone output (-114 dB//lVrms) for a 1 obar field,
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and the measured level (-37dB//Vrms) is a direct measurement of the

acoustic field strength (08) above lzbar, i.e.,

1114 - 371 dB = *8' in dB (90)

/lVrms /lMobar

- +77 dB//lpbar ( (91)

From figure 27, the Far-Field Test at 9240 Hz, It can be sean

1' that the acustic pressure dropped by 15 dB between the 1-foot and

8-foot positions. The pressure loss between the radiating surface

and tha 1-foot position was estimated to be a maximum of 5 dB, giving

a total estimated propagation loss between the radiating plate and the

8-foot messureent point of 20 dB. Adding 20 dB to the pressure

measured at the 8-foot distance gives an estimate of the acoustic

pressure at the radiating surface (00) .

0 - +77 + 20 - +97d0//lobar (92)

This logarithmic value can now be reduced to its linear

equivalent pressure (p) in dynes/cm 2.

*0 " 20 log 0  
2 93)

1 dyne/cu2

in dB

97 dB =20 loglO p (94)

4.85 - log10 p (95)

p a antilog10 [4.851 = 7.08(104) dynes/cM 2  (96)

-10
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Bartberger (20) lists the following relationship for sinusoidal

Waves$i

c = -P-(97)

where

- particle displacement in cm

p * acoustic pressure in dynes/ca
2

w 2wf

f = frequency In Hz

Kp density of the medium

c - wave speed in the medium.

Using our known values for the constants and pressure we Set

7.03(10) dvnes/Cm 2  (98)

2w(92C l/sec)(.998 gm/c 3 )(1.481 x 101-S(

S8.25(10)cm . (99)

The vilue of ) above is an estimate of the equivalent plane-

wave displacement at the radiating surface, which would produce an

acoustic pressure of +77dB//lIbar when measured 8 feet away. Another

~way of looking at this statement is to say that if a very large plane

surface, located in the plane of the vibrating plate were driven at

-69240 Hz with an rms displacement of 8.25(10 )cm, then an acoustic

pressure of +77dB//lubar would be expected at a measurement point

8 feet distant.

The value of displacement given in equation (99) was inserted

\)
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into the UNIVAC 1108 program in lieu of the holographic data. This,

in effect, implies that the whole 6-inch by 9-inch vibrating surface

was moving as a rectangular piston of constant displacement. The

results were very impressive; the patterns had the general monopole

appearance seen in the actual measured data. A second computer run

was made with the displacement increased by a factor of ten, i.e.,

new w 8.25(10 5 )cm " (100)

l his orrection factor is partially justifiable since the

smaller displacement value was predicted for a large radiating surface,

whereas. the computer program was calculating pressures due solely to

the limited 6-inch by 9-inch radiating surface.

{A model was constructed using the patterna obtained with

( ,ne) above. The result can be seen in two views In figure 34. The

model shape is similar to those made from the measured data at both

Dodge Pond and the water tower (shown in figure 23). Moreover, the

on-axis acoustic pressure predicted by new) is +76dB//lpbar. This

is within our accuracy limitation (±l dB) of the measured on-axis

pressure of +77dB//lubart

We know that the whole 6-inch by 9-inch area could not be

vibrating with the uniform displacement ,ne) because of the clamped

edge condition. In order that the whole surface might have an average

valie of ) would imply that the center portion of the plate must

move at considerably greater amplitude. Thus we might estimate a

doubling of displacement value at the center to give

-4
center u 1.65(10 )em " (101)

't Ns
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Returning to figure 29, the graph of Displacement ve Fringe
.- 4

Nuaber, the value of the second dark fringe is 1.7(104 )cm. Clearly,

the in situ hologram at this frequency (the (5, 5) mode at 9240 Hz,

figure 9) shows that a plane-wave bias level of about 2 dark fringes

was not apparent near the center of the plate. Close analysis of

figure 9 can show that if there were any plane wave bias present near

the center of the plate, it must have been considerably lower than the

value of the first dark fringe. This conclusion stems from the fact

that one ca trace several paths of null or no -otion through the

plate from top to bottom and from side to side.

On the other hand, the patterns generated by the wdified

equivalent plane-wave excitation agree very well with the measured

results. In fact, Morse and Ingard (21) state that the expected beam

.. pattern from a rectangular piston should be similar to that from a

cylindrical piston; however, the pattern beamwilth should be greater

in the direction of the smaller dimension. The equivalent plane-wave

model seen in figure 34 matches this requirement since its greater

beamwidth (the vertical) was in the direction nf the shorter (6-inch)

dimension. The plane-wave model also serves to verify the suitability

of the algorithm and the resulting FORTRAN program developed in

section IV D for the prediction of far-field acoustic patterns.

To sumrize; the measured results appear to be highly corre-

lated with the monopole radiation pattern predicted by a plane-wtave

displacement of magnitude equal to that corresponding to 2 dark

fringes of holographic displacement near the center of the plate.

However, analysis of the in situ holograr for this condition shows no

such plane-wave motion existed. Clearly, something else was
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happening. The next subsection will give a plausable explanation for

this apparent controversy.

C. Fresnel Diffraction Region

The preceding subsection introduced the paradox that plane-

wave motion appeared to be occurring at the radiating surface, yet

holograms of that surface indicate that plane-wave di~placements of

sufficient amplitude did not exist there. The key to this riddle can

be found in figure 35. The radiating surface is shown placed a finite

distance (z3 inches) in front of a finite-sized transducer. Kinsler

and Frey (17),pages 176-7,address this problem for a circular piston

and display e graph of the on-axis acoustic intensity versus distance

from the transducer, Classical spherical spreading of acoustic waves

does not begin tvitil one reaches a certain distance in front of the

transducer face. This distance is a function of the wavelength (A)

and the piston radius (a). Between this calculatable distance and

the transducer face, the acoustic intensity varies between zero and a

constant level, this level being the magnitude at the point where

spherical spreading begins. As one proceeds from this point back toward

the transducer, the intensity decreases until it actually becomes zero

at a point which is referred to as the "last null." As one proceeds

even closer the intensity increases rapidly to the constant value,

then drops off sharply to another null. More and more peaks and nulls

occur, separated by smaller and smaller distances as one approaches

the face of the transducer. The region between this face and the

point of spherical spreading is called the Fresnel Diffraction Region.

This phenomenon is common in the fields of acoustical,
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optical, and electromagetic radiation. It is a result of construc-

tive and destructive interference along the on-axis line, aue to

interference from the separate regions of the finite-sized radiating

Zsource. If one measures pressure sufficiently far from the radiator,

the distances between the measurement point and all of the separate

radiating portions of the transducer appear approximately equal and

thus the radiation from each segment is in phase with that .-om all of

the othars. In close proximity to the transducer, these distances

become quite different. The outermost segments of the radiator being

considerably more distant from the measurement point then the central

portions of the radiator. These differences in diatances cause

corresponding differences in acoustic phase at the measurement point.

The closer one gets to the surface, the more pronounced is the effect

of ph"e interference.

In order to use the formula presented by Kinsler and Prey (17)

for the distance to the last null, we must first obtain an approxima-

tion for the radius of an equivalent circular piston (a') because

this experiment definitely had a rectangular source.

Kinsler and Frey (17) indicate that the beamidth due to a

circular piston is also a function of the radius (a) and the wave-

length (A).

sin 0 .61 (102)

where

e - 1/2 the total beamwidth between nulls of the major lobe.

From the plane-wave patterns computed in the previous sub-

section, it can be found that the full beamwidth of the major lobe is

<K
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100'. Thus,

6 -"50.(03

rectangle (103)

.4

Using this value in equation (102) we obtain the equivalent

Xradius (a'),

sin e - 61 a' (104)rectangle a

sin 50* .766 - .61 (105)

.61
766 .796 A (106)~~.766 ' "

Using previously introduced values, we can obtain the wave-

length (A) at 9240 Hz.

c 1481 m/sec 0.1603 (107)
f 9240 1/sec

A 0.1603 m(39"37 in.). 6.31 inches (108)

Therefore, the equivalent circular radius (a') is:

a' - .796A - .796(6.31 in.) - 5.02 in. (109)

Kinsler and Frey (17), page 176 state that "The last null

occurs in the vicinity of

r A (110)

Fr -

::: For our case,
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(a')2  (5.02)2 in 2  =2.00 inches (111)
r = 2A 2(6.31) in. 2 h

For the sake of completeness we will also calculate the

distance at which spherical spreading can be presumed to exist (rss).

Again from Kinsler and Frey (17), page 176,

r - 2 (a')2  (112)

-r = 2 (5.02)2 in. 2  - 7.99 inches, (113)
6.31 in.

In sumary, the 6-inch by 9-inch rectangular opening in the

clamping ring appeared to behave similar to a circular piston of

radius 5.02 inches. Using this value we can calculate that the last

null of the Fresnel diffraction region in front of the transducer

should have occurred in the vicinity of 2 inches in front of the

transducer. Spherical spreading from this transducer is expected to

begin at about 8 inches from the face. Since our radiating surface

happened to be placed approximately 3 inches in front of the trans-

ducer face, it was located in a low intensity region of the monopole

sourze providing the plate excitation. Thus, although a large amount

of monopole energy was being produced by the transducer-box-radiating

plate system, the location of the plate was such that it could not

sense, the presence of this energy.

D. Monopole Domination of the Far-Field Pattervs Over-rides the

Holographic Contribution

It was stated that the fine model generated by the computer

analysis using plane-wave excitation is an indication of the
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suitability of the computer program. If so, then the unbalanced

patterns generated from the holographic input are probably true

representations of the actual energy radiated from this (5, 5) mode

excitation of the 6-inch by 9-inch clamped-edge plate. The total

pressure in the far field should then be the sum of the monopole

contribution and the contribution from the vibrating plate.

In all, four wooden models were constructed for this disserta-

tion; these appear in figures 23 and 34. Below each model is a cali-

bration chart. The 20* center sections of these charts were colored

blue for the acoustic pressure range of 60 to 7OdB//lpbar. The

adjacent red band covers the range from 70 to 80dB//lpbar. The inter-

section of the colored sections is the 70 dB line. Each model has a

di!ferent calibration level, primarily because the data was obtained

from different sources, e.g., Dodge Pond, water tower, or computer

output. It can be seen in figure 34 that the on-axis acoustic

pressure of the Plane Wave model is considerably greater than that

from the Hologram model. In fact, the monopole energy is 20 dB

higher at this point. Since both the Dodge Pond model and the plane

wave model are highly symmetrical, one can be fairly assured that

the monopole component dominates the entire acoustic far field.

TVas experiment clearly demonstrates that an optical hologram

of a vibrating surface is insufficient, by itself, for the prediction

of acoustic far-field pressure patterns. There is a very important

piece of information that is missing in a single hologram. In the

prediction of far-field acoustic patterns from near-field pressure

measurements, it is necessary to include the spatial gradient of these

pressures in the calculations. Possibly, what is needed is th, spatial
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gradient of the holographic displacement in order to make valid pre-

dictions. The theory behind these gradients, their actual measure-

ment, and their subsequent incorporation into the algorithm would be

the subject of another large scale investigation.

agdMuch was learned during this experiment which could serve as

a guide for continued effort. At the present time, the writer

envisions another rectangular cavity as the excitation source; only,

this cavity would have perhaps 6 feet of length. The plate would

again be bolted to the front of the cavity. The transducer inside

wouldi however, be movable. Such motion should be remotely controlla-

ble with great accuracy. The material of the cavity should be solid

steel on the inside surrounded by steel-reinforced concrete to

provide the necessary wall stiffness with sufficient damping so that

l "the whole structure would not vibrate, and to provide for the accurate

calculation of the cavity resonant modes.

Holograms could be taken with the transducer at different

distances from the radiating plate. Analysis of the change in holo-

graphic displacement with excitation distance could possibly provide

the missing input data.

'I
• U
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VI. ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF THE DYNAMIC
BENDING STRESSES IN THE PLATE

A. Introductory Remarks

This study was undertaken to support the claim made in Section

III that the local bending stresses in the vibrating plate were well

within the elastic region. In the elastic region, no permanent

material deformation occurs after the removal of the disturbing forces.

An accurate calculation of all the local atresses incurred

during vibration can be made using finite-element techniques with

sophisticated computer programming. The implementation of these tech-

niques requires extensive training and access to very elaborate com-

puter facilities. Since it is only necessary in this section to

demonstrate that the stress levels are below the yield point of the

material, such accuracy is not needed and thus a more simplified

approach can be employed. The whole 6 inch by 9 inch vibrating

ysurface will be divided into 47 narrow horizontal oars placed side

by side. The deflection at 67 points on each bar has been determined

by holographic methods in the preceding sections. It will be shown

that knowledge of the bar deformation, bar geometry, and the stiff-

ness of the material is all that is required to calculate the bending

stress along that bar.

The plate will also be divided into 67 narrow vertical bars

placed side by side, and similar computations made for this repre-

sentation. The bending stress at any point on the plate can,
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therefore, be computed from two reletively independent sets of calcula-

tions. Ideally, these calculations would yield identical answers. As

is to be expected, they did not yield the same answer in all cases;

however, an estimate of the accuracy of this technique indicates that

it is sufficient for our purpose.

B. Stress Prediction Along a Bar with Known Displacements

The maximum bending stress at any point on a bar occurs on the

outermost fibers on the bar. This stress is related to the radius of

curvature of the bar at that point. Harks (22), in his section on

the "Deflection of Beams," gives the following relationship:

E.I
M (114)

where

r - radius of curvature at the point

E - modulus of elosticity

I - moment of inertia about the bar axis

M = bending moment about this axia .

In the section on "Theory of Flexure" (page 431) arks lists

another expression for the bending moment.

S- , (115)
c

where

S - bending stress at outer fiber

c - distance from the neutral (bar) axis to the outer fiber.

t

A.

m , , m m ,,'mm4"4 
41m
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Substitution of the value of(M)given in equation (115) into

equation (114), and re-arranging, we find

S .c (116)
r

The maximum bending stress at a point is directly related to

the elastic modulus of the material, and to the bar's half-width, and

inversely to the radius of curvature at that point. Since (E) and (c)

are constants for the entire plate, it is only necessary to calculate

the radius of curvature at each point on each bar in order to predict

maximum local bending stresses.

It must be remembered that this technique does not allow for

deflection of the bar in the transverse direction. This fact accounts

for the difference in our predicted stresses compared with those which

one would obtain using finite-element techniques. If three adjacent

bars had exactly the same deflections along their longitudinal axes,

then the stresses predicted for the middle bar would indeed be quite

accurate. This condition did exist for many sections of many bars

(such as those crossing directly over broad anti-nodes), giving this

simple technique considerable justification for a first-order investi-

I gation.

The radius of curvature for the arc which can be drawn through

any 3 equi-spaced points is readily derived using standard trigono-

metric relationships. Johnson and LeBlanc (3), pages 6 through 9,

present this derivation which concluders with the determination of

W. three angles (01), (02), and (03). These. angles and their relation-

ship to the deflections of three arbitrarily selected consecutive
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points are shown in figure 36. The radius of curvature at point (2)

is also shown. Fortunately, the distance between points (1) and (2)

is the same a& thst between points (2) and (3) and has been introduced

earlier in this dLssertation as the constant COR, where

COR = 11 inches/81 blocks. (117)

As a result, the angles (0I), (82), -nd (03) can be computed

as below:

8 1i tan ic' J (118)

82 - Y3j (119)i • ' 2"tan ' l" - lg

83 a2s l • (120)

Having determined (03), Johnson and LeBlanc (3) show that the

radius of curvature at point (2) can b-. computed by

r2  COR[1+(83)
2]

2  283

Returning to equation (116), we find that the maximum bending

stress at pcint (2) can be computed.

a- ( (122)

where

2 = maximum bending stress at point (2) in lb/in.
2
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E - plate modulus of elasticity in lb/in.
2

c = plate half-thickness in inches

r2 = radius of curvature at point (2) in inches.

C. Development of the Algorithm

A brief description of the algorithm will be presented,

followed by more detailed explanation of some of the techniques

employed. Appendix D contains a complete listing of this FORTRAN IV

program.

In keeping with the simple format used in section IV D of this

dissertation, the conventional flow chart will be dispensed with due

to the straight line calculational procedure utilized. Again, "DO

LOOPS" will be indicated by "return" statements.

1. Start.

2. Read in the necessary physical constants such as plate

modulus of elasticity, plate half-width, and the number of the desired

row and column to be investigated.

3. Read in the holographic fringe data by rows (47 rows of

67 data points).

4. Compute the displacement and maximum bending stress along

the selected row.

a. Convert the holographic fringe data along the row into

displacement tu inches and store this information in a work vector,

(K- 1 to 67).

b. Return to 4a.

c. Using the work vector, compute the maximum bending

stress for each of the 67 points along the row, (K = 2 to 68).
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d. Return to 4c.

e. Print the fringe number, the displacement, and the

Smaximum bending stress for each element on the row.

5. Repeat all of (4.) above for the selected column,

(K- 1 to 47).

6. Stop.

The only difficulty incurred in the development of this

algorithm was in performing the computations for the first and last

elements in the row (or column). Figure 36 indicates the geometry used

to find the angles and radius of curvature for point (2). These calcu-

lations require knowledge of the displacement of point (1). When deal-

ing with the first element of a row, there was no corresponding

holographic data for the point immediately to the left, i.e., a point

on the heavy clamping ring. We do know that the displacement on this

ring wao zero; therefore, a work vector was constructed to be 69

elements long. The first and last elements of this vector were set

at zero amplitude. The amplitudes of.the remaining 67 elements corre-

sponded directly to the holographic row data. The second element, in

the work vector contained the displacement in inches associated with

the first element in the row. Thus

AiAk (Vector Element)K+li-+(Row Element)K (123)

After the work vector was computed, the angles (81), (82), and

(83). and the values of (r), the radius of curvature, and (a) the
34

maximum bending stress could be computed for each point on the row.

In performing the calculations down the column, the only addi-

tional changes were to limit the "DO" variable "K" to 47 or 48 instead

-- ---- -. - .- . ---- ,
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of 67 or 68, and to set the amplitude of the 49th element of the work

vector to equal zero.

The value of E, the modulus of elasticity for our 18-8

stainless steel plate, was taken from Marks (22), page 397.

E -27.6(106) lb/in.2  (124)

The value of displacement amplitude for the elements of the

work vector were computed from the corresponding holographic fringe

data using the non-linear equation (22) developed in section IV B,

modified by the factor of 2.54 ca per inch.

Vector [.09615(N );.022651 .001 inches (125)
K+l ' K ' 2.54(15

where

NK  Holographic Fringe Number of the K'th element of the

desired row or column.

The minus sign is to be used with positive values of (NK) and

vice versa.

After calculating the displacements along the row (or column)

and storing them in the work vector, the following calculations were

performeJ for each element in the row (or column):

IVector-- Vector K
('01)K -tan- COR J(126)

tn1 Vector K,)- Vector K+l
( 82)K 2(COR) (127)

m m •lira4
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(0 - (2K -01)K (128)

COR[1 + (B)21

r K 2(03) inches , (129)

where

rK - radius of curvature at the K'th element of the work vector

in inches.

And finally, we compute the maximum bending stress for Lhe K'th

element of the work vector (oK)

a K E lb/in.2 , (130)

where

E = plate modulus of elasticity in lb/in.2

c = plate half-thickness in inches

rK = radius of curvature in inches.

All that remains is to print out the results. Since the

(K+l)'th element of the work vector corresponds to the K'th element

of the row (or column), the "DO" variable for the printing was set to

range from 2 through 68 to yield the local stress for the 67 row

'e elements across the plate. As a check, the input fringe numbers were

also printed. This also allows for easy comparison of the input data

with the calculated output.

"At
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D. Analysis of Results

The lower graphs on figures 37 and 38 indicate the predicted

bending stresses along row 24 and column 34, respectively. The upper

graphs show the holographic fringe numbers and their associated dis-

Aplacement values.

The first observation is that the graphs of fringe numbers and

displacement are highly correlated. Perfect linear correlation cannot

be obtained, however, due to the change of sign indicated in equation

(22); the relationship between holographic fringe number and actual

displacement.

The second observation is that the bending stress data are

highly grouped; e.g., it appears that the calculated stress levels are

either zero or 1 (1.7, 2.6, 3.5, or 4.5] Kpsi for the entire range

•* 'between ±5 Kpai, with few intermediAte values. This phenomenon occurs

becaus& the radius of curvature is dependent upon the second derivative

of the bar deformation (or displacement). Timoshenko et &1 (23)

prove that

-1 (131)
r 3

where

r x -radius of curvature in the x-direction

W = deflection normal to the plane of the plate

An identical equation holds for the radius of curvature in the

other planar direction.

f z
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Thus, althougn the curves of bar displacement in figures 37
and 38 appear quite smooth, the second derivatives (and thereby the

local radius of curvatures and the local bending stresses) are quite

scattered. Moreover, these calculated stresses tend to fall in certain

quantized levels determined by the minimum change between consecutive

points on the deformation curve. This minimum change is nominally

one-half of a fringe number. An exception occurs with the first half-

fringe. There is no ±0.5 fringe number. The first identifiable

holographic fringe is the first dark fringe, i.e., ±1.0.

This latter fact also accounts for the largest predicted

stress levels on both figures! These largest stresses are all

associated with the zero-crossings of the deflection curves. Since our

smallest quantizing increment for deflection in this region is ±1.0

dark fringe, the second derivative of this inaccuracy causes a highly

amplified inaccuracy in stress predictions for these regions. Knowing

of this limitation, one can ignore the values of predicted stresses in

these regions.

Thus, not using those points known to be highly inaccurate, the

largest bending stresses across row 24 were ±3.5 Kpsi. The largest

(reliable) bending stress down column 24 was +3.5 Kpsi. Harks (22),

page 563, lists the yield strength for 18-8 stainless steel as 30 Kpsi.

It is apparent that the local bending stresses across the plate are

about an order of magnitude below the yield point. This statement

was further substantiated by calculations performed across row 41 and

down column 60.

The intersection point of the selected row and column provides

a check on the accuracy of the algorithm. If everything were perfect,



the stress predicted for the 34th element on row 24 should be identical

to that predicted for the 24th element on column 34 since they are

indeed the same point. These two stresses, however, were calculated

from 5 different values of displacement data, only one of which was

common to both calculations. In figure 37, the stress on element 34

of row 24 was zero. In figure 38, the stress on element 24 of column

34 was +1.7 Kpsi. These values differ by only one quantizing level

(less than 6 percent of yield strength). The predicted stress levels

for the intersection point for row 41 and column 60 were identical.

This provides a reasonable estimate for the accuracy of our calcula-

tions, i.e., ±1 quantizing level.

It appears that holographic techniques can provide for dynamic

bending stress predictions, without loading the vibrating surface, to

an accuracy of better than 6 percent of yield strength. This accuracy

is quite compatible with that obtained through conventional strain-

gage measurements. Moreover, the strain-gage stress data has been

integrated over a larger surface area, and thus this data suffers from

smoothing. Strain-gage measurements are also highly sensitive to

thermal gradients, and their mass can cause loading on very thin

plates. It appears that interferometric holography can provide

valuable stress data in experiments which could not normally employ

other, more conventional stress measurement techniques.

1v!
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation was successfull in providing insight into

the interrelationship of a vibrating plate, its hydraulically coupled

excitation system, its holographic displacement data, and the result-

ing acoustic pressure patterns. In the execution of the experimental

phase, modern electronic equipment was extensively employed together

with sophisticated data recording and processing methods. This

resulted in new applications of holography in the determination of

the interaction of surface vibration with sound and the determination

of dynamic bending stress. The primary conclusion of this dissertation

i "is that a single interferometric hologram of a vibrating surface is

insufficient for the accurate prediction of far-field acoustic pressure

patterns. Patterns predicted using the data from a hologram of the

vibrating face of a special sound box bore no correlation to the actual

measured patterns. These latter patterns showed that the far field

4was completely dominated by monopole radiation coming from the sound

box. Careful study of the hologram of the face of this source showed

no evidence of the planar motion normally associated with this mono-

pole radiation. Substitution of this piston-like planar motion into

the computer program in place of the holographic displacement informa-

tion yielded results comparable to those actually measured, and with

the characteristic shape associated with rectangular pistons. Ana-

lytical investigations indicate that the plane of the hologram (the

front of the sound box) was near the last null of the Fresnel
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diffraction region of the transducer enclosed by the box. In such a

location, destructive interference occurs between the separate portions

of monopole energy radiated by the different areas on the finite-sized

transducer face. Thus, although a large amount of monopole energy

was being radiated by the sound box, the hologram could not sense

this acoustic motion, because of the arbitrary position of the

front face.

In order for the holographic technique to succeed, additional

information will be required. Perhaps the gradient of displacement

can provide this key. The measurement of such a gradient and its

incorporation into a suitable algorithm will require another care-

fully designed, long-term experiment, suggestions for which have been

given in the text.

An important aspect of this research was the prediction

of the dynamic bending stresses on the vibrating plate using the

holographic information. The predicted results were quite reasonable

with accuracies approximating those which can be obtained by use of

conventional strain-gage techniques. Plus, the holographiz method pre-

averaged over a larger area, for the conventional method. Other

advantages, such as the noncontacting nature of holography and

relative immunity from thermal gradients, extend the applicability of

the holographic method.

In the field of holography, this dissertation reduced the

computational complexity of converting the holographic fringe data

into displacement, when multiple calculations (,ich as computer appli-

cations) must be made. A non-linear equation was fitted to calculated

K.
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results in a manner that held the estimated error to less than 1

percent of the value of the displacement corresponding to a single

fringe over the range of +5 to -5 dark fringes! Near-perfect correla-

ff tion was demonstrated between the fringe data and the calculated dis-

placement values using this non-linear equation.

1The eigenvalues or natural frequencies of the vibrating plate

were determined by use of holographic techniques from zero through 6000

Hz. Changes in eigenvalues as a function of temperature can account

for the observed eigenvalue shift between the laboratory measurements

and similar measurements made at the water tower.

In conclusion, this research required careful experimental

design. The mechanical apparatus performed flawlessly. The acoustic

measurements made at the water tower, using remote control methods,

compared very well with those obtained at the highly sophisticated

Dodge Pond acoustic measurement facility. The primary electronic

pulsed-acoustic measurement system operated reliably; however, the

back-up automatic data collection system failed at the eleventh hour.

The value of redundant experiment design was greatly appreciated at

that particular time!

The entire experiment can form the basis for future experi-

mental and analytical work related to the transformation of vibrational

energy of complex surfaces into acoustic radiation patterns.

V.
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APPE NDIX A

DETAILS OF THE MEASUREMENT SPHERE

POSITION OF THE N=+4 CONTOUR IS SHOWN

-~~ Ar6.91FEET -

8FEETIMAGINARY
RADIUSME ASUREMENT

SPHERE

ELEVATION VIEW
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TABLE Al

HEIGHT ABOVE THE EQUATOR (Ah) AND CONTOUR
b, RADIUS (Ar) FOR THE 8 FOOT DIAMETER

MEASUREMENT SPHERE

fh (feetT Ar (feet) trh (feet) Ar (feet)
-0- 8.0 - -S+0.5 7.98 .-0.5 7.98

+1.0 7.93 -1.0 7.93
+1.5 7.83 -1.5 7.83
+2.0 7.75 -2.0 7.75
+2.5. 7.59 -2.5 7.59
+3.0 7.41 -3.0 7.41
+3.5 7.18 -3.5 7.18
+4.0 6.91 -4.0 6.91
+4.5 6.60 -4.5 6.60
+5.0 6.22 -5.0 6.22
+5.5 5.79 -5.5 5.79
+6.0 5.28 -6.0 5.28
+6.5 4.65 -6.5 4.65
+7.0 3.86 -7.0 3.86

"+7.5 2.75 -7.5 2.75
+8.0 -0- -8.0 -0-
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4

APPENDIX B

The Holographic Fringe Data Corresponding to Row 5
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APPEMDIX C

FORTRAN IV Listing of:

"Prediction of the Far-Field Acoustic Pattern of

a Vibrating Source Using a Hflographic Input"
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APPENDIX D

FORTRAN IV Listing of:

"Calculation of the Maximum Bending Stresses Through

Any Desired Horizontal and/or Vertical Sections

of a Vibrating Place, Using a Holographic Input"
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Figure 9 (5, 5) mode, 9240 Hz, obtained at the water tower

Naval Underwater Systems Center Official Photograph
NP24 - 41351.8A - 1 - 73
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Figure 20 - (2, 3) mode, 2633 Hz, obtained in the Laboratory

Naval Underwater Systems Center Official Photograph
NP24 - 36662.535A - 1 - 73
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Figure 21 - (4, 2) mode, 2677 Hz, obtained in the Laboratory

Naval Underwater Systems Center Official Photograph

NP24 - 36662.547A - 1 - 73
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